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Summary
This!Draft!Environmental!Assessment!(EA)!evaluates!the!potential!impacts!from!
the! construction! of! a! hiker/biker! trail! along! Blagden! Avenue! between!
Matthewson!Drive!(see!Photo!1)!and!Beach!Drive!within!Rock!Creek!Park,!north"
central! Washington,! D.C.! ! The! proposed! trail! would! allow! safe! pedestrian! and!
bicycle! access!to! Rock!Creek!Park!and! associated! facilities,! including! the! Valley!
Trail!and!the!bike!and!foot!trails!that!run!throughout!Rock!Creek!Park.!
Photo 1. Blagden Avenue at Matthewson Drive

!
Rock!Creek!Park!is!an!administrative!unit!of!the!National!Park!Service!(NPS)!that!
includes! Rock! Creek! Park! proper! (Reservation! 339),! and! Rock! Creek! and!
Potomac! Parkway! (Reservation! 360).! ! It! is! located! in! the! northern! portion! of!
Washington,! D.C.! ! It! is! made! up! primarily! of! an! undeveloped,! wooded! valley!
from! the! Maryland! state! line! south! to! the! National! Zoological! Park,! with! some!
associated!tributaries!and!uplands;!and!the!2"mile!long!Rock!Creek!and!Potomac!
Parkway!from!the!National!Zoological!Park!to!West!Potomac!Park,!where!it!ends!
at! the! Lincoln! Memorial! Circle.! ! Its! most! notable! feature! is! Rock! Creek,! which!
bisects! the! length! of! Rock! Creek! Park! and! Rock! Creek! and! Potomac! Parkway!!
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Blagden! Avenue! provides! access! to! resources! within! Rock! Creek! Park! to!
residents! in! the! Crestwood! area! of! DC! and! across! the! Park! for! commuters! and!
has!a!narrow!20"foot!cross"section!(see!Photo!2).!
Photo 2. Blagden Avenue Within Rock Creek Park

!
Three! alternatives! are! evaluated! in! this! EA:! the! No! Build! Alternative,! and! two!
Build!Alternatives:!!the!North!of!Blagden!Alternative,!and!the!South!of!Blagden!
Alternative.!!Impacts!for!the!Build!Alternatives!are!minimal.!!Although!no!trees!
will! be! directly! impacted! during! construction! of! the! North! of! Blagden!
Alternative,! there! is! potential! for! some! indirect! impacts! to! trees! due! to! the!
earthwork! associated! with! trail! construction.! ! There! are! no! potential! direct! or!
indirect!impacts!of!the!South!of!Blagden!Alternative.!!!
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Note!to!Reviewers!and!Respondents!
If!you!wish!to!comment!on!the!Draft!EA,!you!may!mail!comments!to!the!name!
and!address!below!by!July!2,!2007.!!Our!practice!is!to!make!comments,!including!
names! and! home! addresses! of! respondents,! available! for! public! review! during!
regular! business! hours.! ! Individual! respondents! may! request! that! we! withhold!
their!home!address!from!the!record,!which!we!will!honor!to!the!extent!allowable!
by! law.! ! If! you! wish! us! to! withhold! your! name! and/or! address,! you! must! state!
this! prominently! at! the! beginning! of! your! comment.! ! We! will! make! all!
submissions! from! organizations! or! businesses! and! from! individuals! identifying!
themselves!as!representative!or!officials!or!organizations!or!businesses!available!
for!public!inspection!in!their!entirety.!
Please!address!all!comments!to:!
Kenneth!Mobley,!Project!Manager!
Parsons,!Inc.!!!
1133!Fifteenth!Street,!NW!
Washington,!D.C.!!20005!
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1. Purpose of and Need for Action
The! purpose! and! need! of! a! project! is! essential! in! establishing! a! basis! for! the!
development!of!the!range!of!reasonable!alternatives!required!in!a! NEPA!document!
and! assists! with! the! identification! and! eventual! selection! of! a! preferred! alternative.!!
According!to!NEPA!guidance,!there!are!generally!three!components!of!the!statement:!!
1)!purpose!of!the!project,!2)!elements!of!need,!and!3)!related!goals!and!objectives.!
Purpose:! ! The! purpose! of! this! project! is! to! construct! a! hiker! /! bicycle! trail! from!
Matthewson!Drive!to!Beach!Drive!in!Washington,!DC.!
Needs:!!The!elements!of!need!explain!what!is!trying!to!be!accomplished!by!the!
project,! if! implemented.! ! They! are! often! referred! to! as! the! “reasons”! for!
implementation! of! the! project! as! stated! in! the! purpose! statement.! ! A! new!
hiker/bicycle! trail! from! Matthewson! Drive! to! Beach! Drive! is! needed! for! the!
following!reasons:!
Safety:! ! ! One! of! the! primary! elements! of! need! for! this! project! is! to! enhance! the!
safety! for! pedestrians! and! cyclists! that! currently! use! Blagden! Avenue! to! access!
Rock! Creek! Park! and! the! trail! network.! ! Currently,! the! 20! foot! paved! cross"
section!of!Blagden!Avenue!can!not!accommodate!cyclists!and!automotive!traffic!
safely.! ! Pedestrians! can! walk! along! Blagden! Avenue! outside! of! the! paved! area,!
but!on!steep!grades!and!unimproved!shoulders!that!are!too!narrow!to!be!safe!at!
several!locations!along!the!route!with!limited!sight!distance!and!heavy!vehicular!
flows!(see!Photo!3).!
Multimodal!Access:!!A!hiker!/!bicycle!trail!is!needed!to!meet!demand!for!hikers!and!
cyclists! who! currently! use! the! roadway! and! unimproved! shoulders! to! access! the!
Rock!Creek!trail!and!Beach!Drive!recreational!facilities!within!Rock!Creek!Park.!!
System! Linkage:! ! Construction! of! the! trail! will! provide! additional! multimodal!
system! linkage! in! the! pedestrian! and! cycling! network! that! can! be! used! by!
residents!to!connect!directly!to!Rock!Creek!trail!system!and!the!portion!of!Beach!
Drive!that!is!used!for!recreational!purposes!on!weekends.!!
Transportation!Demand:!!The!proposed!trail!is!consistent!with!the!Bicycle!Plan!for!
the! District! of! Columbia! which! shows! a! connection! in! this! location! providing!
access! not! only! to! Rock! Creek! Trail,! but! also! to! the! Capital! Crescent! Trail! and!
across!Rock!Creek!Park!to!neighborhoods!on!both!side!of!the!park.!!
Socio"Economic!Demand:!!The!proposed!trail!will!help!meet!recreational!demands!
for!residents!within!the!District!and!promote!access!and!use!of!Rock!Creek!Park.!
Modal!Interrelationships:!!The!proposed!trail!enhances!modal!interrelationships!by!
providing! a! safer! and! enhanced! connection! to! local! and! regional! trails! that!
provide!an!alternative!to!automotive!modes!of!transportation.!!
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Photo 3. Blagden Avenue Unimproved Shoulder

!
Multimodal!Transportation!System!Deficiencies:!!The!proposed!facility!will!improve!
the! overall! multimodal! geometric! design! of! Blagden! Avenue! by! providing! a!
much! safer! design! for! non"automotive! traffic! accessing! Rock! Creek! Park! with!
enhanced! sight! distances,! designated! cross"walks! and! separated! flows! for! the!
non"automotive!mode!of!transportation.!
Goals!and!Objectives:!
The! following! goals! and! objectives! will! incorporated! into! the! design! and!
assessment!of!any!alternatives!under!consideration!for!this!project.!
• Minimize!environmental!impacts!of!proposed!alternatives.!
• Design! alternatives! in! a! context"sensitive! manner! that! enhances! user!
experience!of!Rock!Creek!Park.!
• Incorporate! sustainable! design! elements! that! minimize! long"term!
maintenance!and!operation!of!the!proposed!facility.!
This! EA! has! been! prepared! in! accordance! with! National! Environmental! Policy! Act!
(NEPA)!and!implementing!regulations,!40!CFR!Parts!1500"1508;!National!Park!Service!
Director’s!Order!#12!and!Handbook,!Conservation!Planning,!Environmental!Impact!
Analysis,! and! Decision"making! (DO"12);! and! Section! 106! of! the! National! Historic!
Preservation!Act!of!1966!as!amended,!and!implementing!regulations,!36!CFR!Part!800.!
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1.1 PROJECT BACKGROUND AND RELATED PLANS
1.1.1 Traffic and Engineering Studies
Several! traffic,! engineering,! and! safety! studies! have! been! conducted! for! Rock!
Creek!Park!roadways!in!the!vicinity!of!the!study!area!for!this!project,!shown!in!
Figure!1.!!These!studies!include!the!following:!
• Rock! Creek! Park! Engineering! Study! for! Roads! and! Bridges,! Volumes! 1!
and!II!!(FHWA!1999)!
• Traffic!Safety!Study,!Rock!Creek!Park!(Robert!Peccia!&!Associates!1997)!!
• June!2004!Traffic!Study!for!Rock!Creek!Park!–!Draft!(Parsons!2004)!
• Reconstruction! and! Rehabilitation! of! Beach! Drive! and! Rock! Creek! and!
Potomac!Parkway!from!P!Street!to!Calvert!Street!–!Draft!(National!Park!
Service!2006)!
The! 1999! Engineering! Study! was! undertaken! by! the! Eastern! Federal! Lands!
Highway!Division!of!the!Federal!Highway!Administration!to!evaluate!the!need!for!
and! priority! for! rehabilitation! and! reconstruction! of! the! roads! and! bridges! within!
Rock! Creek! Park.! ! The! report! indicated! that! the! park! roads! were! in! fair! to! poor!
condition.!!Several!improvements!were!recommended,!including!enhancements!at!
Beach!Drive!and!Blagden!Avenue!that!have!now!entered!into!design!and!have!been!
incorporated!into!the!design!of!the!alternatives!for!this!EA.!!!!In!addition,!issues!with!
pedestrian!and!bicyclist! safety!were! noted! because! of! the! proximity! of! the! uses! to!
one!another,!as!well!as!the!erosion!occurring!behind!concrete!curbs!due!to!foot!trails.!
The! 1997! Traffic! Safety! Study! outlined! some! of! the! key! safety! issues! associated!
with! Beach! Drive! and! the! Rock! Creek! and! Potomac! Parkway.! ! No! specific!
elements!are!related!to!this!EA.!
The!2004!Traffic!Study!describes!traffic!counts!conducted!in!early!June!2004!and!
provides!a!comparison!with!the!Transportation!Study,!Rock!Creek!Park,!Washington,!
D.C.! that! was! prepared! for! the! park! by! Robert! Peccia! and! Associates! in! 1997.!!
These!counts!and!a!license!plate!survey!and!analyses!were!conducted!to!provide!
current!information!on!traffic!volumes!and!flow!patterns!in!the!southern!part!of!
the!park.!!No!specific!information!relative!to!this!EA!was!identified.!
The! 2006! Reconstruction! and! Rehabilitation! Study! evaluated! a! range! of! feasible!
alternatives!and!strategies!for!the!rehabilitation!and!reconstruction!of!four!roads!
within!Rock!Creek!Park!in!the!District!of!Columbia.!!The!National!Park!Service,!
in!cooperation!with!the!Federal!Highway!Administration,!proposed!to!resurface!
and!repair!the!entire!length!(6.5!miles)!of!Beach!Drive;!repave!the!Rock!Creek!&!
Potomac!Parkway!from!P!Street!to!Calvert!Street;!repair!Cathedral!Avenue!and!
Shoreham! Drive! to! Calvert! Street! (adjacent! to! the! Parkway);! and,! repave! and!
spot! repair! the! Harvard! Street! ramp! in! Rock! Creek! Park! located! within! the!
District!of!Columbia.!!!
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1.1.2 National Park Service Plans and Policies
Draft General Management Plan
The! NPS! released! a! draft! General! Management! Plan/Environmental! Impact!
Statement! (GMP/EIS)! for! Rock! Creek! Park! and! Rock! Creek! Park! and! Potomac!
Parkway!for!public!review!and!comment!in!March!2003.!!Public!meetings!were!
held! on! the! draft! GMP/EIS! in! May! 2003.! ! The! final! GMP/EIS! was! recently!
released!in!November!2005.!!The!NPS!decision!on!the!management!approach!for!
Rock!Creek!Park!and!Rock!Creek!Park!and!Potomac!Parkway!will!not!be!made!
final! until! the! GMP/EIS! has! been! commented! on! by! the! public,! the! comments!
reviewed,! and! the! decision! documented! in! a! Record! of! Decision.! ! The! actions!
proposed!in!this!EA!would!not!prevent!implementation!of!any!of!the!alternatives!
in!the!draft!GMP/EIS.!
The!purpose!of!the!GMP!is!to!specify!resource!conditions!and!visitor!experiences!
to!be!achieved!in!Rock!Creek!Park!and!along!Rock!Creek!and!Potomac!Parkway,!
and! to! provide! the! foundation! for! decision"making! and! preparation! of! more!
specific!resource!plans!regarding!the!management!of!the!park!and!parkway.!!The!
four! alternatives! outlined! in! the! draft! plan! propose! different! options! for!
managing!traffic!and!visitor!use!along!Beach!Drive!and!Rock!Creek!and!Potomac!
Parkway,! ranging! from! continued! access! along! both! roadways! to! closing! some!
sections!of!roadway!during!the!week!or!year"round!for!recreational!purposes.!!!
Rock Creek Park Environmental Commitment Statement
In! July! of! 2004,! Rock! Creek! Park! issued! a! statement! that! summarizes! their!
commitment! to! manage! park! resources! and! the! multiple! sites! in! the! District! of!
Columbia! under! their! jurisdiction! as! outlined! by! the! principles! and! practices!
described! in! the! Organic! Act! of! 1916! which! states! that! “we! are! to! conserve! the!
scenery! and! the! natural! and! historic! objects! and! the! wildlife! therein! and! to!
provide!for!the!enjoyment!of!the!same!in!such!manner!and!by!such!means!as!will!
leave! them! unimpaired! for! the! enjoyment! of! future! generations.”! ! ! The! actions!
proposed! in! this! EA! would! not! prevent! the! achievement! of! any! of! these!
principles.!

1.2 SCOPING
Scoping!has!been!initiated!for!this!EA!in!accordance!with!NEPA.!!Formal!scoping!
packages! requesting! input! on! resources! and! potential! impacts! of! the! proposed!
hiker!/!bicycle!trail!were!mailed!on!January!23,!2007!to!affected!Federal!and!local!
agencies,! including! the! National! Park! Service,! the! DC! Historic! Preservation!
Office,! Environmental! Protection! Agency,! US! Army! Corps! of! Engineers,! the!
Commission! of! Fine! Arts,! and! the! National! Capitol! Planning! Commission!
(NCPC),!and!all!DC!agencies.!!In!addition,!formal!scoping!packages!were!mailed!
to!citizens!along!Blagden!Avenue!and!the!Crestwood!Civic!Association.!!Results!
of!the!scoping!process!are!discussed!in!Section!5!of!this!EA!and!are!included!as!in!
the! appendices.! ! In! addition,! this! EA! will! be! delivered! to! the! recipients! of! the!
scoping!letters!as!part!of!the!NEPA!coordination!process.!
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1.3 ISSUES AND IMPACT TOPICS
Potential! issues! and! impact! topics! were! identified! based! on! coordination! with!
NPS!staff!and!the!scoping!comments!received!from!the!DC!SHPO!and!DC!DOE!
and!local!citizens!in!the!Crestwood!neighborhood.!!This!coordination!was! used!
to!initially!evaluate!the!potential!effects!of!the!proposed!action!on!the!park!and!
other! area! resources,! and! to! determine! the! appropriate! level! of! environmental!
compliance! (categorical! exclusion,! environmental! assessment,! or! environmental!
impact!statement)!in!accordance!with!the!requirements!of!NEPA!and!DO"12.!!
The! following! impact! topics! are! discussed! in! the! “Affected! Environment”!
chapter! and! are! analyzed! in! the! “Environmental! Consequences”! chapter! of! this!
EA.!These!topics!are!resources!of!concern!that!could!be!beneficially!or!adversely!
affected!by!the!actions!proposed!in!each!alternative!and!are!developed!to!ensure!
that! the! alternatives! are! evaluated! and! compared! based! on! the! most! relevant!
topics.!
1.3.1 Natural Resources
Water Quality – Stream
A!small,! unnamed!tributary!to! Rock! Creek! runs! parallel! to! Blagden! Avenue! on!
the!southern!side!of!the!road.!!The!stream!daylights!from!a!storm!water!sewer!at!
the!eastern!edge!of!NPS!property.!!There!are!no!known!reports!or!references!to!
the!quality!of!water!in!this!stream!nor!was!it!tested!as!part!of!this!EA.!!
Vegetation
The! NPS! property! on! both! sides! of! Blagden! Avenue! is! forested! (see! Figure! 2).!
Many!of!the!trees!on!both!sides!of!the!road!are!over!55!inches!in!circumference,!
removal! of! which! would! require! special! permitting! under! Chapter! 37,! Special!
Trees!of!the!Public!Space!and!Safety!Regulations!(24!DCMR)1.!!Direct!impacts!to!
trees!(removal)!shall!be!minimized!or!avoided!if!at!all!possible.!!The!use!of!tree!
boxes!or!retaining!walls!may!be!used!to!minimize!the!number!of!trees!removed.!!
Indirect!impacts!to!trees!by!altering!elevations!within! their!root!zone!or!paving!
over!roots,!however,!may!occur.!!These!indirect!impacts!will!be!minimized!to!the!
maximum!extent!possible!by!minimizing!cut/fill!within!the!root!zone.!
1.3.2 Cultural Resources
Historic Structures
The! term! “historic! structures”! encompasses! resources! purposefully! erected! to!
serve! some! human! activity! and! are! typically! classified! as! buildings,! structures,!
objects!or!districts.!

1 Pursuant to the authority of section 3(b) of Department of Transportation Establishment Act of 2002,
effective May 21, 2002 (D.C. Law 14-137; D.C. Official Code § 50-921.02(b)); the Urban Forest
Preservation Act of 2002, effective June 12,2003 (D.C. Law 14-309; D.C. Official Code $ 8-65 1 .O1 et
seq.) ("the Act"); Mayor's Order 2003-1 1, January 16, 2003, and Mayor's Order 2003-1 73, December 1,
2003))
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Figure 2. Blagden Avenue Aerial

Archeological Resources
Rock!Creek!Park!meets!the!criteria!for!significance!and!integrity!for!listing!in!the!
National!Register!as!a!historic!designed!landscape.!!!
1.3.3 Visitor Use and Experience
Provision!of!a!new!hiker!/!bicycle!trail!will!enhance!visitor!use!and!experience!by!
providing!additional!and!safer!access!to!the!facilities!located!within!Rock!Creek!
Park.!
1.3.4 Transportation
The! construction! of! a! hiker/bicycle! trail! will! provide! an! alternative! mode! of!
transportation!along!Blagden!Avenue.!!The!potential!effects!on!travel,!operations,!
and!safety!are!discussed.!
1.3.5 Urban Quality
The!residential!area!most!directly!affected!and!in!closest!proximity!to!Rock!Creek!
Park!is!the!Crestwood!neighborhood!of!Washington,!DC.!!The!construction!of!a!
new!trail!facility!could!have!effects!on!the!relationship!of!Rock!Creek!Park!with!
this!neighborhood!in!terms!of!urban!quality,!access,!and!aesthetics.!
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1.3.6 Impact Topics Dismissed from Further Analysis
The! following! impact! topics! were! eliminated! from! further! analysis! and!
consideration.!!With!mitigation,!any!potential!impacts!to!these!resources!would!
be!negligible!to!minor,!localized,!and!most!likely!immeasurable.!
Wetlands
Wetlands!include!areas!inundated!or!saturated!by!surface!or!groundwater!for!a!
sufficient! length! of! time! during! the! growing! season! to! develop! and! support!
characteristic! soils! and! vegetation.! ! NPS! classifies! wetlands! based! on! the! U.S.!!
Fish! and! Wildlife! Service! (USFWS)! Classification! of! Wetlands! and! Deepwater!
Habitats!of!the!United!States,!or!the!Cowardin!classification!system!(Cowardin!et!
al!1979).!!Based!on!this!classification!system,!a!wetland!must!have!one!or!more!of!
the!following!attributes:!
• the! habitat! at! least! periodically! supports! predominately! hydrophytic!
vegetation!(wetland!vegetation);!
• the!substrate!is!predominately!undrained!hydric!soil;!or!
• the!substrate!is!non"soil!and!saturated!with!water,!or!covered!by!shallow!
water!at!some!time!during!the!growing!season.!
Through!consultation!of!National!Wetland!Inventory!Maps!and!field!inspections,!
it!was!determined!that!there!are!no!wetlands!within!the!project!area.!!!
Threatened, Endangered, and Other Special Concern Species
Rock! Creek! Park! provides! habitat! for! at! least! one! federally"listed! endangered!
species! and! several! state"listed! amphipods! in! springs! and! groundwater! within!
Rock!Creek!Park.!!According!to!park!staff,!these!species!are!located!outside!of!the!
project! area! and! would! not! be! directly! or! indirectly! impacted! by! construction!
activities.!!!
Air Quality
The!1963!Clean!Air!Act!as!amended!(42!USC!7401!et!seq.)!requires!federal!land!
managers!to!follow!policies!that!protect!park!air!quality.!!The!act!also!assigns!the!
federal! land! manager! (Park! Superintendent)! an! affirmative! responsibility! to!
protect!the!park’s!air!quality!related!values!–!including!visibility,!plants,!animals,!
soil,!water!quality,!cultural!and!historic!resources!and!objects,!and!visitors!–!from!
adverse!air!pollution!impacts.!!Section!118!of!the!Clean!Air!Act!requires!that!the!
park!meet!all!federal,!state,!and!local!air!pollution!standards.!!!
The!proposed!project!is!located!within!the!Metropolitan!Washington!Air!Quality!
Control! Region;! an! area! the! U.S.! Environmental! Protection! Agency! (EPA)! has!
designated! as! in! attainment! for! the! following! National! Ambient! Air! Quality!
Standards! (NAAQS)! criteria! pollutants:! particulate! matter! less! than! 10!
micrometers! (PM10),! sulfur! dioxide! (SO2),! nitrogen! dioxide! (NO2),! and! lead!
(Pb).!!The!EPA!has!designated!Washington,!D.C.!as!a!severe!non"attainment!area!
for! the! criteria! pollutant! ozone! (O3).! ! In! addition,! the! EPA! intends! to! designate!
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this!area!as!a!non"attainment!area!for!particulate!matter!less!than!2.5!micrometers!
(PM!2.5).!!!
During! the! construction! of! the! Blagden! Avenue! Trail,! some! minor! emissions!
would! result! from! the! operation! of! construction! vehicles.! ! Based! on! projects! of!
similar!scale!and!nature,!it!is!expected!that!these!temporary!sources!of!emissions!
from! construction! vehicles! and! displaced! motorists! would! not! change! regional!
air!quality!and!would!fall!well!below!the!minimum!pollutant!levels!for!a!severe!
ozone!non"attainment!area!(subject!to!40!CFR!Part!93!“Determining!Conformity!
of! Federal! Actions! to! State! or! Federal! Implementation! Plans”)! and! result! in!
negligible! impacts! to! air! quality! to! both! alternatives! during! the! construction!
phase.!
After! construction! completion! (operational! phase),! the! trail! would! provide! an!
alternative! mode! of! transportation! to! the! automobile! and! have! no! emission!
effect,! resulting! in! no! new! emission! sources! or! increased! vehicular! emissions.!!
Since!emissions!would!remain!below!the!minimum!pollutant!levels!during!both!
the! construction! and! operation! phases! of! this! project,! this! resource! was! not!
analyzed!further.!
Geology and Soils
One!bedrock!outcropping!exists!on!the!north!side!of!Blagden!Avenue.!!Impacts!
to!this!feature!will!be!avoided!through!the!use!of!a!portion!of!the!existing!road!
bed! and! right! of! way! to! construct! the! trail! instead! creating! the! trail! on! entirely!
new!construction!and!removing!the!bedrock.!
Soils! would! be! temporarily! disturbed! during! the! construction! of! the! trail;!
however,!the!impact!would!be!negligible.!!Erosion!and!associated!sedimentation!
would! occur! during! construction,! continuing! until! disturbed! soils! are!
revegetated.!!Best!management!practices!consistent! with!the!D.C.’s!Soil!Erosion!
and! Sediment! Control! Program! and! D.C.! Law! 2"23! would! be! implemented! to!
ensure!that!impacts!be!negligible.!
Floodplains
Floodplains! in! the! park! were! mapped! as! part! of! the! Rock! Creek! Watershed!
Conservation! Study! (CH2M! Hill! 1979)! and! are! depicted! on! FEMA! floodplain!
maps.!!While!the!lower!portion!of!project!area!is!within!the!100"year!floodplain!
of!Rock!Creek,!the!construction! of! the! proposed! trail! will! not! constrict! flows! or!
otherwise!impact!the!hydrologic!functions!of!Rock!Creek!or!its!tributary!south!of!
Blagden!Avenue.!!
Prime and Unique Farmlands
Guidelines! from! the! Council! on! Environmental! Quality! (1980)! require! federal!
agencies! to! assess! the! effects! of! their! actions! on! soils! classified! by! the! Natural!
Resources!Conservation!Service!(NRCS)!as!prime!or!unique!farmlands.!!A!letter!
from!the!NRCS!state!soil!scientist!for!Maryland!acquired!for!the!Rock!Creek!Park!
and!the!Rock!Creek!Park!and!Potomac!Parkway!Draft!General!Management!Plan!
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Environmental! Impact! Statement! (NPS! 2002)! indicates! that! there! are! two! soil!
mapping!units!classified!as!prime!farmland!soils!within!park!boundaries.!!!
One! of! the! two! soils! is! found! on! isolated! ridge! tops! away! from! the! road.! ! The!
other,!Chillum!silt!loam!on!0!to!8%!slopes,!makes!up!much!of!the!soil!in!the!Rock!
Creek! and! Pinehurst! Branch! floodplains! in! the! northern! end! of! the! park.! ! It! is!
found!along!the!tributary!parallel!to!Joyce!Road,!and!is!located!in!isolated!lenses!
in!the!floodplain!of!Rock!Creek!along!the!parkway.!!Therefore,!prime!farmland!
soils!were!dismissed!from!further!analysis.!
Cultural Landscapes
Cultural! landscapes,! as! defined! by! The! Secretary! of! the! Interior’s! Standards! for!
the! Treatment! of! Historic! Properties! with! Guidelines! for! the! Treatment! of!
Cultural!Landscapes,!consist!of!“a!geographic!area!(including!both!cultural!and!
natural!resources!and!the!wildlife!or!domestic!animals!therein)!associated!with!a!
historic!event,!activity,!or!person!or!exhibiting!other!cultural!or!aesthetic!values.”!!
A!cultural!landscape!inventory!of!Rock!Creek!Park!was!conducted!in!1997.!!As!a!
result,!Rock!Creek!Park!met!the!criteria!for!listing!on!the!National!Register!as!a!
historic! designed! landscape.! ! In! addition,! the! inventory! determined! that! two!
component! landscapes! of! the! park,! Linnaean! Hill! (including! the! Pierce"Klingle!
Mansion)! and! the! Pierce! Mill! contribute! to! the! significance! of! the! Rock! Creek!
Park! cultural! landscape,! and! thus! comprise! individually! eligible! landscape!
elements!(NPS!2003a,!2003b).!
The!Linnaean!Hill!Component!Landscape!consists!of!31.8!acres!located!on!a!bluff!
overlooking!the!west!bank!of!Rock!Creek!near!the!confluence!with!Piney!Branch.!!
The!Linnaean!Hill!Component!Landscape!includes!the!Pierce"Klingle!Estate!and!
is!important!for!“its!use!as!an!early!nineteenth"century!horticultural!nursery!and!
as!a!mid!to!late!nineteenth!century!Picturesque"styled!landscape!(NPS!2003a).!
The! Pierce! Mill! Component! Landscape! consists! of! 24! acres! located! on! the! west!
bank! of! Rock! Creek! within! the! floodplain,! south! of! its! confluence! with! Broad!
Branch.! ! The! Pierce! Mill! Component! Landscape! includes! the! Pierce! Mill! and! is!
important! for! illustrating! the! evolution! of! land! uses! through! time:! a! nineteenth!
century! utilitarian! landscape! associated! with! a! privately! owned! milling! and!
agricultural! use;! an! early! twentieth! century! picturesque! design! including! a! tea!
house! and! picnic! grounds;! and! a! mid! twentieth! century! living! history!
interpretative!site!(NPS!2003b).!!The!Pierce!Mill!Component!Landscape!is!located!
on! the! west! end! of! the! proposed! project! area.! ! No! contributing! elements! of! the!
Pierce!Mill!Component!Landscape!are!located!within!the!proposed!project!area.!
No! current! or! lost! historic! views! and! vistas! have! been! identified! near! the!
proposed!project!area!(NPS!2003b).!
Socioeconomics, Including Local Economy and Land Use
The! economic! and! social! characteristics! of! the! residential! areas! or! businesses!
surrounding! the! park! would! not! be! only! affected! by! trail! construction.! ! Park!
access!for!residents!living!adjacent!to!the!park!would!be!enhanced.!
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Environmental Justice
Executive! Order! 12898,! “Federal! Actions! to! Address! Environmental! Justice! in!
Minority!Populations!and!Low"Income!Populations”!directs!agencies!to!address!
environmental! and! human! health! conditions! in! minority! and! low"income!
communities!so!as!to!avoid!the!disproportionate!placement!of!any!adverse!effects!
from! federal! policies! and! actions! on! these! populations.! ! Local! residents! may!
include! low"income! populations;! however! these! populations! would! not! be!
particularly!or!disproportionately!affected!by!trail!construction.!
Soundscape Management
In!accordance!with!the!NPS!Management!Policies!2001!(NPS!2000)!and!Director’s!
Order!#47,!Sound!Preservation!and!Noise!Management!(NPS!2000),!preservation!
of! natural! soundscapes! within! National! Park! Service! units! is! an! important!
objective! of! the! NPS! mission.! ! Natural! soundscapes! exist! in! the! absence! of!
human"caused! sound.! ! The! natural! ambient! soundscape! is! the! aggregate! of! all!
the! natural! sounds!that!occur!in! park! units,! together! with! the! physical! capacity!
for! transmitting! natural! sounds.! ! The! frequencies,! magnitudes,! and! duration! of!
human"caused!sound!that!is!considered!acceptable!by!a!park!unit!depend!largely!
upon!its!purpose,!significance,!and!location.!!Levels!of!acceptable!noise!for!park!
units! in!the! vicinity!of!developed! urban! areas,! such! as! Rock! Creek,! is! generally!
greater!than!in!less!developed!areas.!!There!would!be!no!change!in!sound!due!to!
the!implementation!of!a!trail!in!this!location.!
Ethnographic Resources
Ethnographic!resources!are!defined!in!Director’s!Order!28!as!any!“site,!structure,!
object,! landscape! or! natural! resource! feature! assigned! traditional! legendary,!
religious,! subsistence,! or! other! significance! in! the! cultural! system! of! a! group!
traditionally! associated! with! it! “! and! are! not! known! to! exist! in! the! proposed!
project!area.!
Museum Collections
The! proposed! project! does! not! affect! any! buildings! where! museum! collections!
are! or! could! be! stored,! or! any! static! displays! of! large! scale! artifacts.! The!
archeological!collections!from!Rock!Creek!Park!archeological!sites!are!retained!at!
the! Museum! Resource! Center! of! the! National! Park! Service,! National! Capital!
Region!in!Landover,!Maryland!
Indian Trust Resources and Native American Sacred Sites
Indian! trust! assets! are! owned! by! American! Indians! but! held! in! trust! by! the!
United! States.! Requirements! are! included! in! the! Secretary! of! the! Interior’s!
Secretarial!Order!No.!3206,!“American!Indian!Tribal!Rites,!Federal!–!Tribal!Trust!
Responsibilities,! and! the! Endangered! Species! Act,”! and! Secretarial! Order! No.!
3175,! “Departmental! Responsibilities! for! Indian! Trust! Resources.”! No! Indian!
trust! resources! or! Native! American! sacred! sites! occur! within! the! proposed!
project!area.!!!
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Park Operations
During! construction,! park! operations! would! be! negligibly! impacted! by!
construction!activities!of!the!trail.!!The!enhanced!safety!and!the!new!trail!would!
result! in! minor! beneficial! impacts! since! trail! users! could! be! separated! from!
automobile! users.! ! Maintenance! and! operational! activities! would! remain!
essentially!unchanged.!!Because!park!operations!would!be!negligibly!affected!by!
trail!construction!activities,!this!topic!was!dismissed!from!further!analysis.!!!
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2. Alternatives
NEPA! requires! that! federal! agencies! explore! a! range! of! reasonable! alternatives.!!
The!alternatives!under!consideration!must!include!the!“no!action”!alternative!as!
prescribed! by! 40! CFR! 1502.14.! ! Project! alternatives! may! originate! from! the!
proponent!agency,!local!government!officials,!or!members!of!the!public!at!public!
meetings! or! during! the! early! stages! of! project! development.! ! Alternatives! may!
also! be! developed! in! response! to! comments! from! coordinating! or! cooperating!
agencies.!!The!alternatives!analyzed!in!this!document,!in!accordance!with!NEPA,!
are! the! result! of! scoping! efforts! and! coordination! with! NPS! and! DCHPO! and!
comments!received.!!!
Alternatives! selected! for! analysis! in! this! EA! should! attempt! to! meet! the!
management! objectives! of! the! park,! while! also! addressing! the! purpose! of! and!
need!for!action.!!Three!alternatives!were!explored!and!objectively!evaluated.!!!!!

2.1 NO BUILD ALTERNATIVE
The! No! Build! Alternative! serves! as! the! baseline! by! which! to! compare! all! other!
alternatives.!!Under!the!No!Build!Alternative,!no!new!trail!would!be!constructed,!
pedestrians! and! bicyclists! would! have! to! either! share! the! narrow! (10’! wide)!
travel!lanes!or!jump!the!curb!to!use!the!unofficial,!packed"dirt!path!on!the!south!
side!of!Blagden!Avenue.!!Given!the!high!speed!with!which!vehicles!travel!along!
Blagden! Avenue! and! the! limited! sight! distances! in! some! locations,! this!
alternative!does!not!safely!and!adequately!satisfy!the!purpose!and!need.!!!

2.2 NORTH OF BLAGDEN AVENUE
The!trail!in!this!Alternative!(see!Figure!3)!is!8"feet!wide!and!located!to!the!north!
of!Blagden!Avenue.!!The!trail!has!been!pulled!away!from!the!road!edge!in!order!
to!lessen!impacts!to!trees.!!There!are!no!direct!takings!of!Special!Trees!with!this!
Alternative;! however,! impacts! to! root! systems! may! occur.! ! There! would! be! no!
effect! on! the! potentially! historic! retaining! wall! protecting! an! American! beach!
(Fagus! grandifolia)! immediately! adjacent! to! the! road! edge.! ! This! alternative!
would! involve!more!cut!and!fill! than! the! Southern! Alternative! due! to! the! steep!
slopes!located!in!two!locations!(see!Photo!4).!!At!least!two!retaining!walls!will!be!
required! to! minimize! the! amount! of! cut! and! fill,! maintain! proper! slopes,! and!
minimize!impacts!to!Special!Trees.!
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Photo 4. Steep Slopes North of Blagden Avenue

2.2.1 Traffic Control and Management
All! traffic! control! plans! and! potential! closures! would! be! coordinated! with! the!
National! Park! Service! and! the! District! of! Columbia! Department! of!
Transportation!(DDOT).!!Minimal!disruption!to!traffic,!if!any,!would!occur!as!the!
construction!stage!will!be!brief!and!off"road.!
2.2.2 Staging Area and Construction Access
Construction! staging! areas! will! be! developed! with! input! from! the! design!
contractor! if! a! Build! Alternative! is! selected.! ! One! possible! staging! site! is! the!
nearby! parking! lot! located! along! Beach! Drive.! Since! construction! of! a! trail! is!
relatively!simple,!staging!will!require!minimal!equipment!and! materials!so!that!
the!impact!to!the!use!of!the!parking!lot!would!be!minimal!and!the!staging!area!
would!encompass!a!very!small!portion!of!the!total!area!at!any!one!time.!!Access!
to!the!construction!site!would!therefore!be!through!Beach!Drive.!
2.2.3 Construction Cost and Schedule
The! construction! cost! of! the! trail! North! of! Blagden! would! be! about! $350,000.!
There!would!be!no!additional!costs!to!modify!the!intersection!with!Beach!Drive!
as!no!modification!is!necessary!for!this!alternative!since!it!provides!access!to!the!
sidewalk!system.!!!Modifications!to!the!drainage!system!to!handle!the!increased!
storm!water!run"off,!albeit!minimal,!were!included!in!a!25%!design!contingency!
and!an!overall!contingency!factor!of!100%!was!included!since!the!alternatives!are!
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in!the!concept!level!of!design.!!The!North!of!Blagden!Avenue!Alternative!would!
be!built!over!a!six!month!period.!
The!cost!for!this!Alternative!is!much!greater!than!the!southern!alternative!due!to!
the! retaining!walls! needed!to!limit! the! cut! and! fill! slopes.! The! requirements! for!
maximum!grades!and!curvature!and! the! desire! to! minimize! impacts! to! existing!
trees! have! resulted! in! larger! cuts! that! will! require! retaining! walls! to! be!
constructed.!

2.3 SOUTH OF BLAGDEN AVENUE
The! trail! in! this! Alternative! (see! Figure! 4)! would! be! located! south! of! Blagden!
Avenue.! ! As! currently! designed,! the! Southern! Trail! would! be! a! 6! feet! wide.!!
There!are!no!direct!takings!of!Special!Trees,!no!impact!to!the!stream!or!associated!
potential!historic!structures!located!within!the!stream.!!From!Matthewson!Drive!
to! the! NPS! boundaries,! the! facility! will! be! similar! to! an! urban! sidewalk!
transitioning!in!character!to!a!softer! more!natural! design! at! the! Park! boundary.!!
The! trail! will! run! immediately! adjacent! to! and! parallel! with! the! roadway! –! a!
design!variance!is!required!from!DDOT!in!order!to!implement!the!narrower!trail!
width! and! use! of! Right! of! Way.! ! For! this! alternative! there! is! minimal! grading!
and/or!cut!and!fill!required!due!to!the!level!grade!that!currently!exists!(see!Photo!
5).! ! Short! sections! of! railing,! posts,! or! other! fencing! may! be! required! near! the!
headwall!on!the!western!edge!of!the!site!and!in!one!other!location!on!the!eastern!
end!to!separate!the!trail!from!the!stream.!!A!crosswalk!would!be!painted!at!the!
intersection!with!Beach!Drive!and!a!stop!sign!is!recommended!and!incorporated!
into!the!most!recent!plans!from!the!EFLHD.!
2.3.1 Traffic Control and Management
All! traffic! control! plans! and! potential! closures! would! be! coordinated! with! the!
National! Park! Service! and! the! District! of! Columbia! Department! of!
Transportation!(DDOT).!!Minimal!disruption!to!traffic,!if!any,!would!occur!as!the!
construction!stage!will!be!brief!and!off"road.!
2.3.2 Staging Area and Construction Access
Construction! staging! areas! will! be! developed! with! input! from! the! design!
contractor! if! a! Build! Alternative! is! selected.! ! One! possible! staging! site! is! the!
nearby! parking! lot! located! along! Beach! Drive.! Since! construction! of! a! trail! is!
relatively!simple,!staging!will!require!minimal!equipment!and! materials!so!that!
the!impact!to!the!use!of!the!parking!lot!would!be!minimal!and!the!staging!area!
would!encompass!a!very!small!portion!of!the!total!area!at!any!one!time.!!Access!
to!the!construction!site!would!therefore!be!through!Beach!Drive.!
2.3.3 Construction Cost and Schedule
The!construction!cost!of!the!trail!South!of!Blagden!would!be!about!$125,000.!This!
does!not!include!the!cost!to!modify!the!intersection!with!Beach!Drive.!The!cost!to!
modify! the! intersection! with! Beach! Drive! is! assumed! to! be! included! in! the!
FHWA! project! for! the! intersection! improvements! already! being! designed.!
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Modifications! to! the! drainage! system! to! handle! the! increased! storm! water! run"
off,! albeit! minimal,! were! included! in! a! 25%! design! contingency! and! an! overall!
contingency!factor!of!100%!was!included!since!the!alternatives!are!in!the!concept!
level!of!design.!!In!addition,!stream!stabilization!costs,!although!not!required!to!
actually!construct!the!trail,!were!included!as!a!park!enhancement.!!The!southern!
alternative!would!be!built!over!a!two!month!period.!
Photo 5. Shoulder South of Blagden

!

2.4 MITIGATION MEASURES
The!mitigation!measures!listed!below!would!serve!to!minimize!or!eliminate!any!
potential!adverse!impact!of!the!Build!Alternatives.!!!
2.4.1 General Considerations
If! work! extends! beyond! the! paved! roadways! and! curbs! in! a! resource! sensitive!
area,! construction! fencing! would! be! installed! to! clearly! delineate! the! project!
disturbance!limits!prior!to!commencement!of!work!by!the!contractor.!
All!protection!measures!would!be!clearly!stated!in!the!construction!specifications!
and! workers! would! be! instructed! to! avoid! conducting! activities! beyond! the!
construction!zone,!as!defined!by!the!roadway!or!construction!zone!fencing.!
New!concrete!and!asphalt!would!be!produced!outside!of!Rock!Creek!Park.!!No!
overnight!storage!of!these!materials!would!be!permitted!within!Park!boundaries.!
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Figure 3. North of Blagden Avenue Alternative
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Figure 4. South of Blagden Avenue Alternative
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All! equipment! on! the! project! would! be! maintained! in! a! clean! and! well"
functioning! state! to! avoid! or! minimize! contamination! from! automotive! fluids,!
and! to! ensure! noise! controls! are! properly! functioning;! all! equipment! would! be!
checked!daily.!
Construction! equipment! would! be! staged! only! in! designated! construction!
staging!areas.!
Prior! to! construction,! a! hazardous! spill! plan! would! be! submitted,! stating! what!
actions! would! be! taken! in! case! of! a! spill.! ! This! plan! would! also! incorporate!
preventative! measures! to! be! implemented! such! as! the! placement! of! refueling!
facilities,! storage! and! handling! of! hazardous! materials,! and! notification!
procedures!for!a!spill.!!!
2.4.2 Natural Physical Resources
Prepare! and! implement! an! erosion! and! sediment! control! plan,! consistent! with!
the!D.C.!Soil!Erosion!and!Sediment!Control!Program.!
Minimize! the! amount! of! disturbed! earth! area! and! limit! the! duration! of! soil!
exposure!to!rainfall.!
Use! erosion! containment! controls! such! as! silt! fencing! and! sediment! traps! (e.g.,!
check!dams!and!straw!bales)!to!contain!sediment!on!site.!
Cover!disturbed!soil!or!soil!stockpiles!with!plastic!sheeting,!jute!matting,!erosion!
netting,!straw,!or!other!suitable!cover!material.!
Prior!to!clearing!and!grading,!clearly!mark!on!the!ground!the!area!to!be!cleared!
to!minimize!the!amount!of!cleared!area.!
Clear!and!grub!only!those!areas!necessary!for!construction.!
Stabilize! and! replant! exposed! soils! with! vegetation! identified! by! the! park! as!
appropriate!for!the!vegetation!zone!where!construction!is!occurring!immediately!
following!completion!of!construction!activities.!!!
2.4.3 Water Resources
Prepare! and! implement! an! erosion! and! sediment! control! plan,! consistent! with!
D.C.!Soil!Erosion!and!Sediment!Control!Program.!
Maintain! and! protect! Rock! Creek! from! further! degradation! to! support! its!
designation! as! “Special Waters of the District of Columbia” because of the creek’s
scenic and aesthetic importance! through! implementation! of! the! BMPs! described!
under! the! mitigation! measures! for! “Natural! Physical! Resources.”! ! Minimize!
adverse!effects!of!fuel!spills!through!the!following:!
• Locate!construction!staging!areas!away!from!surface!water!features.!
• Designate!areas!where!refueling!or!construction!vehicle!and!equipment!
maintenance!would!be!performed!and!have!containment!devices!such!as!
temporary!earth!berms!around!these!areas.!
• Ensure!absorbent!pads!are!available!to!clean!up!spills.!
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2.4.4 Cultural Resources
Minimize! impacts! to! the! cultural! landscape! by! ensuring! that! construction! be!
conducted! in! a! manner! consistent! with! the! Secretary! of! Interior’s! Standards! for!
the! Treatment! of! Historic! Properties! with! Guidelines! for! the! Treatment! of!
Cultural!Landscapes!(Birnbaum!1994).!!!
Minimize! impacts! to! historic! structures! by! ensuring! that! all! proposed!
construction!activities!be!conducted!in!a!manner!consistent!with!the!Secretary!of!
Interior’s!Standards!for!the!Treatment!of!Historic!Properties!with!Guidelines!for!
Preserving,!Restoring,!and!Reconstructing!Historic!Structures!(Weeks!1995).!
Halt!or!redirect!work!in!the!event!that!potentially!significant!deposits!or!features!
are! discovered! until! finds! can! be! documented,! their! significance! assessed,! and!
appropriate! mitigation! strategies! developed! in! consultation! with! the! D.C.!
Historic!Preservation!Office.!!!
In!the!unlikely!event!that!human!remains!or!cultural!items!subject!to!the!Native!
American! Graves! Protection! and! Repatriation! Act! (NAGPRA)! are! discovered,!
stop! work! in! the! area! of! the! find,! and! follow! the! appropriate! provisions! of!
NAGPRA!implementing!regulations!(43!CFR!Part!10).!
2.4.5 Alternatives Considered but Eliminated from Further Study
A! number! of! design! and! construction! options! were! identified! during! scoping!
and! field! reviews! of! preliminary! design! plans.! ! These! options! were! deemed!
unreasonable!and!were!not!carried!forward!for!analysis!in!this!EA!due!to:!
• technical!or!economic!infeasibility;!!
• inability!to!meet!the!project!objectives!or!resolve!the!project!purpose!and!
need;!
• duplication!with!other!less!environmentally!damaging!or!less!expensive!
alternatives;!!
• conflict! with! an! up"to"date! and! valid! park! plan,! statement! of! purpose!
and!significance,!or!other!policy;!or,!
• too!great!of!an!impact!on!the!environment.!
Alternate Trail Alignments Not Adjacent to Blagden Avenue
Several!potential!trail!alignments!to!the!north!of!Blagden!Avenue!not!immediately!
adjacent! to!Blagden!Avenue! or! as! an! extension! of! Colorado! Avenue! through! the!
woods!were!eliminated!from!consideration!during!the!scoping!process.!!The!steep!
slopes! north! of! Blagden! Avenue! would! require! considerable! earthwork! to! make!
the!trail!comply!with!current!standards.!!The!expense!of!the!necessary!earthwork,!
tree! removal,! and! construction! of! retaining! walls! is! not! warranted! when!
alignments!with!less!expense!and!environmental!impact!are!available.!
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Alternate Trail Alignments Striped Onto Blagden Avenue
No! alternatives! within! the! existing! right"of"way! in! Rock! Creek! Park! were!
analyzed!as!the!curb"to"curb!distance!is!not!physically!great!enough!to!allow!for!
operations!of!two"lanes!of!traffic!and!any!form!of!pedestrian!or!bicycle!facility.!

2.5 THE ENVIRONMENTALLY PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE
The! environmentally! preferred! alternative! is! defined! by! the! Council! on!
Environmental! Quality! (CEQ)! as! the! alternative! that! best! meets! the! following!
criteria!or!objectives,!as!set!out!in!Section!101!of!the!National!Environmental!Policy!
Act:!(1)!fulfill!the!responsibilities!of!each!generation!as!trustee!of!the!environment!
for! succeeding! generations;! (2)! ensure! for! all! Americans! a! safe,! healthful,!
productive,! and! aesthetically! and! culturally! pleasing! surroundings;! (3)! attain! the!
widest! range! of! beneficial! uses! of! the! environment! without! degradation,! risk! of!
health!or!safety,!or!other!undesirable!and!unintended!consequences;!(4)!preserve!
important! historic,! cultural,! and! natural! aspects! of! our! national! heritage! and!
maintain,!whenever!possible,!an!environment!that!supports!diversity!and!variety!
of! individual! choice;! (5)! achieve! a! balance! between! population! and! resource! use!
that!would!permit!high!standards!of!living!and!a!wide!sharing!of!life’s!amenities;!
and,!(6)! enhance!the!quality!of!renewable! resources! and! approach!the!maximum!
attainable! recycling! of! non"renewable! resources.! ! Table! 1! summarizes! the!
environmental!consequences!of!the!alternatives.!
The! alignment! of! the! trail! on! the! south! side! of! Blagden! Avenue! is! the!
environmentally! preferred! alternative.! ! This! alignment! has! no! direct! takings! of!
Special! Trees,! no! impact! to! the! stream! or! associated! potential! historic! structures!
located!within!the!stream,!minimal!grading,!minimal!disruption!to!traffic,!shorter!
construction!time,!and!lower!construction!costs.
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Table 1. Summary of Environmental Consequences
IMPACT TOPIC

NO BUILD

NORTH OF BLAGDEN
AVE.

SOUTH OF BLAGDEN
AVE.

NATURAL RESOURCES
Water Quality

Continued addition of
sediments from packed-earth
trail into stream.

No Impact

No impact. May lessen
existing impacts erosion of
stream banks, retaining walls,
and associated sedimentation.

Vegetation

Continued erosion of stream
banks could cause the loss of
stream bank vegetation over
time and result in long-term
negligible adverse impacts.
There would be no direct
impairment of vegetation
resources in this alternative.

No direct tree removal will
occur. Indirect impacts related
to earthmoving within the root
zone of four (4) trees may
occur.

No direct impacts. Indirect
impacts to tree roots will be
minimized since much of the
area along the south side of
Blagden Avenue is already well
compacted.

CULTURAL RESOURCES
Archeological
Resources

Implementation of the North of
Blagden Alternative would
result in negligible impacts to
archeological resources.

Implementation of the North of
Blagden Alternative would
result in negligible impacts to
archeological resources.

Due to previous disturbance in
the construction area,
implementation of the South of
Blagden Alternative would
result in negligible impacts to
archeological resources.

Historic Structures

Continuation of the existing
conditions would result in
minor, long-term, adverse
effects to the Rock Creek Park
Historic District.

Implementation of the North of
Blagden Alternative would
result in minor, short-term,
adverse effects to the Rock
Creek Park Historic District.

Implementation of the South of
Blagden Alternative would
result in negligible impacts to
historic structures.

Visitor Use and
Experience

Increased Park use by local
Visitor use within the project
residents. Increased safety of
area will continue to be
hindered by unsafe conditions. those accessing the Park.

Increased Park use by local
residents. Increased safety of
those accessing the Park.

Transportation

Commuters, park visitors, and
local residents would continue
using existing unimproved trail
and the roadway to access
Rock Creek Park.

Increased Park use by local
residents. Increased safety of
those accessing the Park.

Increased Park use by local
residents. Increased safety of
those accessing the Park.
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3. Affected Environment
This! chapter! of! the! Draft! EA! describes! existing! conditions! for! the! following!
resources! that! may! be! affected! by! the! proposed! alternatives:! water! quality,!
vegetation,! cultural! resources,! visitor! use! and! experience,! and! transportation.!!
Potential! impacts! are! discussed! in! the! “Environmental! Consequences”! chapter!
following!the!same!order.!!!

3.1 NATURAL RESOURCES
3.1.1 Water Quality
Rock!Creek!is!the!primary!water!feature!in!the!proposed!project!area.!!The!creek!
flows! from! its! headwaters! in! Laytonsville,! Maryland! south! for! 33! miles! to! its!
confluence!with!the!Potomac!River!approximately!two!miles!to!the!south!of!the!
project! area.! ! Broad! Branch,! one! of! Rock! Creek’s! main! tributaries,! flows! to! the!
southeast! and! enters! into! Rock! Creek! on! its! western! bank! across! from! the!
intersection! of! Blagden! Avenue! and! Beach! Drive! (NPS! 2002).! ! On! the! eastern!
edge!of!the!Park!property!along!the!south!side!of!Blagden!Avenue,!a!stormwater!
sewer!daylights!as!a!small!unnamed!tributary!to!Rock!Creek.!!
Stream Channels and Banks
The! small! unnamed! stream! that! flows! parallel! to! Blagden! Avenue! and! flows!
under!Beach!Drive!to!Rock!Creek!has!a!bed!composed!of!natural!cobble,!bedrock,!
as! well! as! bricks! and! stone! that! have! fallen! into! the! creek! from! deteriorating!
retaining!walls.!!The!southern!stream!bank!is!steep!and!forested!with!some!banks!
eroding!and!undercut.!!The!northern!bank,!along!Blagden!Avenue,!is!steep!and!
eroding!in!some!spots!at!the!northern!and!southern!ends!of!the!project!area.!!A!
broad,! low! forested! floodplain! is! present! in! the! middle! portion! of! the! project!
area.!!An!old,!stone!retaining!wall!is!also!present!along!the!northern!bank!on!the!
western!stretch!of!the!stream.!!The!wall!has!collapsed!in!two!spots!allowing!the!
bank!behind!it!to!erode.!!The!wall!is!also!undercut!throughout!most!of!its!length,!
indicating!that!future!erosion!is!likely.!!
Stream Designation
The! stream! that! runs! along! Blagden! Avenue! is! classified! as! a! riverine,! upper!
perennial,!unconsolidated!bottom!(R3UB).!!!
3.1.2 Vegetation
Approximately! 80%! (1,662! acres)! of! Rock! Creek! Park! is! covered! with! mature!
second!growth!forests.!!Activities!prior!to!the!park’s!establishment!in!1890,!such!
as! timber! cutting,! farming,! and! Civil! War! clearing,! removed! virtually! all! of! the!
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original!forest.!!A!few!large!oaks!still!living!in!the!park!are!estimated!to!be!more!
than!275!years!old!and!may!be!remnants!of!virgin!growth.!!Today’s!woodlands!
are! primarily! a! mixture! of! deciduous! species! typical! of! the! eastern! deciduous!
forest!in!the!later!stages!of!succession.!
The!Park!property!around!the!project!area!is!entirely!forested,!with!dominant!tree!
species!such!as!sycamore!(Platanus!occidentalis),!green!ash!(Fraxinus!pennsylvanica),!
tulip! poplar! (Liriodendron! tulipifera),! white! oak! (Quercus! alba),! scarlet! oak! (Q.!
coccinea),! and! American! beech! (Fagus! grandifolia).! ! These! species! vary! in! their!
tolerance!to!disturbance!(compaction)!within!the!root!zone!(Table!2).!!!
Table 2. Sensitivity to Soil Compaction
SPECIES

SENSITIVITY

American Beach (Fagus Grandifolia)

Sensitive

Green Ash (Fraxinus Pennsylvanica)

Resistant

Tulip Tree (Liriodendron Tulipifera)

Sensitive

Sycamore (Platanus Occidentalis)

Resistant

White Oak (Quercus Alba)

Extremely Sensitive

Scarlet Oak (Q. Coccinea)

Sensitive

(Hightshoe 1998)

Rock! Creek! Park! is! exposed! to! a! serious! threat! from! aggressive! and! exotic!
invasive!plant!species!due!to!its!proximity!to!urban!development.!!Over!30%!of!
the!approximately!650!species!of!plants!that!have!been!identified!in!the!park!are!
introduced.!!Eradication!programs!have!been!implemented!on!four!of!the!more!
aggressive! species! in! the! park! including! porcelainberry! (Ampelopsis!
brevipedunculata),! oriental! bittersweet! (Celastrus! orbiculatus),! Japanese!
honeysuckle! (Lonicera! japonica),! and! lesser! celandine! (Ranunculus! ficaria).!!
Three! of! these! species! are! especially! numerous! in! forest! canopy! openings! and!
along! park! edges.! ! Lesser! celandine! is! very! common! in! the! floodplain! of! Rock!
Creek!(USGS"NPS!2003).!

3.2 CULTURAL RESOURCES
As! defined! in! the! National! Historic! Preservation! Act! (NHPA)! and! its!
implementing! regulations! (36! CFR! 800),! historic! properties! are! those! buildings,!
landscapes,! sites,! districts,! artifacts,! and! remains! that! are! related! to! culturally!
significant!places!and!events,!and!that!are!listed!in!or!eligible!for!inclusion!in!the!
National! Register! of! Historic! Places! (NRHP).! The! significance! of! historic!
properties! is! judged! by! the! property’s! ability! to! meet! the! four! criteria! for!
inclusion!in!the!National!Register!of!Historic!Places:!
• Association! with! events! that! made! a! significant! contribution! to! the!
patterns!of!our!history;!
• Association!with!the!lives!of!persons!significant!in!our!past;!!
• Sites! that! embody! characteristics! of! a! type,! period,! or! methods! of!
construction!or!that!represent!the!work!of!a!mater,!possess!high!artistic!
value,!or!represent!a!distinguishable!entity;!or!!
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• Have! yielded! or! may! be! likely! to! yield,! information! important! to!
prehistory!or!history.!!
Properties!may!be!eligible!for!the!NRHP!for!contribution!at!the!national,!state,!or!
local! level.! In! order! for! a! structure! to! be! listed! in! the! NRHP,! it! must! possess!
historic! integrity! of! those! features! necessary! to! convey! its! significance,! such! as!
location,! designs,! setting,! workmanship,! materials,! feeling,! and! association! in!
accordance!with!NRHP!guidelines.!
3.2.1 Archeological Resources
Archeological! studies! have! been! conducted! in! Rock! Creek! Park! since! W.H.!
Holmes! excavations! at! Piney! Branch! Quarry! in! 1889! (Moran! 1997).! ! Recent!
archeological! investigations! that! have! been! conducted! adjacent! to! the! proposed!
project! area! includes! survey! of! 31! erosion! control! and! bank! stabilization! sites!
along! Rock! Creek! (Inashima! 1985);! a! four! year! study! of! selected! areas! of! Rock!
Creek!Park! (Fiedel!et!al.!2004,! 2005,! 2006).! !Three! areas! along! Rock! Creek,!west!
and! south! of! Blagden! Avenue,! were! tested! during! erosion! control! and! bank!
stabilization! activities! in! 1985! (Inashima! 1985).! ! Disturbed! or! redeposited! fill!
containing!nineteenth!century!and!prehistoric!artifacts!were!identified!at!two!of!
the!three!areas!(Inashima!1985:251,!262).!!One!deposit!(Twenty!West)!represented!
a! transitory! prehistoric! camp! associated! with! hunting,! meat! processing! and!
woodworking! activities! (Inashima! 1985:268).! However,! as! a! result! of! the!
disturbed!stratigraphy,!no!subsequent!archeological!work!was!recommended.!!!
A!four!year!program!to!identify!and!evaluate!archeological!resources,!including!
archival!research,!selected!archeological!survey,!and!re"documentation!of!known!
archeological!resources,!in!Rock!Creek!Park!was!implemented!in!2003!(Fiedel!et!
al.! 2004,! 2005,! 2006).! ! Testing! at! Pierce! Mill,! southwest! of! the! proposed! project!
area,!identified!a!disturbed!secondary!deposit!containing!prehistoric,!nineteenth!
and!twentieth! century!artifacts! (Fiedel! et! al.! !2005:31).! Isolated! pockets! of! intact!
prehistoric!deposits!may!exist!south!of!the!mill.!!Three!archeological!sites!north!
of!Broad!Branch!were!identified!during!survey!northwest!of!the!proposed!project!
area.!!These!three!sites,!51NW183,!51NW184!and!51NW185,!are!associated!with!
small!nineteenth!century!farms!representing!both!tenant!and!owner!occupations!
(Fiedel!et!al.!2006:!82).!
No!archeological!survey!has!been!conducted!in!the!proposed!project.!!However,!
it!is! unlikely!that!prehistoric!groups! camped! along! side! this! small! drainage! but!
rather! moved! through! the! project! area! toward! camping! locations! along! Rock!
Creek!so!only!isolated!archeological!materials!would!be!anticipated.!
The!project!area!is!bounded!by!a!steep!forested!slope!north!of!Blagden!Road!and!
a!drainage!south!of!Blagden!Road.!!The!majority!of!the!level!land!is!covered!by!
Blagden! Road.! ! As! a! result! of! the! prior! road! disturbance! and! ongoing! stream!
erosion! in! the! project! area,! it! is! unlikely! that! intact! archeological! deposits! will!
occur.!!!
Soapstone!and!quartzite!prehistoric!quarries!are!located!in!Rock!Creek!Park.!!The!
surface!geology!of!the!hilltop!north!of!the!proposed!project!area!consists!of!Late!
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Miocene! gravel,! sand,! silt! and! clay;! gravel! clasts! are! characterized! by! several!
varieties! of! crystalline! and! sedimentary! rock! including! vein! quartz,! quartzite,!
and!minor!chert.!!The!surface!geology!of!the!proposed!project!area!is!the!Lower!
Cambrian! Laurel! Formation! which! is! a! medium! to! coarse! grained! sedimentary!
mélange! consisting! of! a! quartzfeldspathic! matrix! (Fleming! et! al.! 1974).! Lithic!
materials! used! by! prehistoric! populations! for! tool! making! are! not! associated! in!
quantities! with! either! formation.! ! No! prehistoric! quarries! are! expected! to! occur!
on!the!slope!north!of!the!proposed!project!area.!!
3.2.2 Historic Structures
Rock! Creek! Park! and! the! Rock! Creek! and! Potomac! Parkway! are! both! listed! on!
the!NRHP!as!historic!districts.!!The!Rock!Creek!Park!Historic!District!consists!of!
1,754acres!of!land!dominated!by!picturesque!landscapes!featuring!forested!areas,!
streams,! valleys,!meadows,!and! sloping! hills.! The! park! meets! National! Register!
Criteria!A,!B,!and!C!under!the!themes!of!architecture,!community!planning!and!
development,! conservation,! entertainment! and! recreation,! industry,! landscape!
architecture,! military,! and! horticulture.! Important! persons! associated! with! the!
history!of!the!park!include!Joshua!Pierce,!and!landscape!architects!Frederick!Law!
Olmsted,!Jr.,!and!John!C.!Olmsted.!The!park!as!a!whole!retains!a!high!degree!of!
integrity!of!design,!workmanship,!location,!feeling,!association,!and!setting.!!!
The! Rock! Creek! Park! Historic! District! was! originally! defined! as! 31! contributing!
elements! and! 59! non"contributing! elements! (Bushong! 1990).! ! Nine! of! the! 31!
contributing! resources! are! also! individually! listed! on! the! NRHP.! ! Contributing!
elements! adjacent! to! the! proposed! project! area! include! the! Pierce! Mill,! the! Pierce!
Mill!Bridge,!the!Pierce!Mill!Dam,!and!the!Pierce!Mill!Barn!(NPS!2002,!Appendix!F).!!!
The!Rock!Creek!and!Potomac!Parkway!is!listed!on!the!as!a!historic!district!under!
the! multiple! property! listing! “Parkways! of! the! National! Capital! Region,! 1913"
1965.”! ! Conceived! in! 1902! by! the! Senate! Park! or! McMillan! Commission,! the!
Parkway! comprises! a! major! component! of! the! District! of! Columbia’s!
comprehensive! park! system! developed! following! City! Beautiful! ideals! during!
the! early! twentieth! century.! ! Originally! built! for! horse"drawn! carriages,!
horseback! riders,! pedestrians! and! the! occasional! automobile,! the! Rock! Creek!
Parkway!formed!one!of!the!earliest!parkways!in!the!nation!and!the!first!federally!
funded! park! road.! ! The! Parkway! experienced! numerous! design! changes! to!
facilitate! growing! automobile! use! during! the! early! 1900s,! and! as! the! oldest!
parkway! in!the! metropolitan!Washington! area,! the! Parkway! features! numerous!
layers! of! American! parkway! design.! ! Although! the! Parkway’s! long"term!
evolution! resulted! in! contributions! from! several! landscape! architects,! including!
James! G.! Langdon! and! Irving! W.! Payne,! Frederick! Law! Olmsted,! Jr.,! perhaps!
asserted! the! most! influence! on! the! Parkway’s! construction! and! evolution!
beginning!as!a!member!of!the!Commission!of!Fine!Arts!and!later!of!the!National!
Capital!Park!and!Planning!Commission.!!The!Rock!Creek!and!Potomac!Parkway!
is! significant! under! Criteria! A! and! C! in! the! areas! of! community! planning! and!
development,! landscape! architecture,! architecture,! and! recreation! during! the!
period!1791!to!1951!(Barsoum!2002).!
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The!Rock!Creek!and!Potomac!Parkway!Historic!District!contains!approximately!
173! acres! of! land! encompassing! areas! historically! functioning! as! the! parkway!
established! by! the! Senate! Park! Commission! to! link! the! Mall! and! Potomac! Park!
with!the!National!Zoological!Park!and!Rock!Creek!Park.!!Contributing!resources!
within!the!boundaries!of!the!Parkway!district!include!the!roadway,!including!all!
stone! and! stone"faced! retaining! walls! built! in! conjunction! with! the! roadway,!
several! overpasses,! several! bridges,! culverts! including! all! structures! with!
masonry! headwalls,! and! Rock! Creek! with! all! retaining! walls! and! rip! rap! along!
the! banks.! ! Only! one! contributing! element! of! the! Rock! Creek! and! Potomac!
Parkway!Historic!District,!Rock!Creek,!occurs!near!the!proposed!project!area.!
An! architectural! feature! assessment! was! conducted! in! 2004! (The! Louis! Berger!
Group,! Inc.! 2003)! for! 166! culvert! locations! along! Rock! Creek! and! Potomac!
Parkway! and! in! Rock! Creek! Park.! ! Twenty! outfalls! were! recommended! as!
contributing! elements! to! the! Historic! Districts! representing! 1900"1941! stone!
masonry! construction! styles;! another! 228! inlets! were! identified! as! non"
contributing!elements!(The!Louis!Berger!Group,!Inc.!2003:4).!!The!stone!arch!inlet!
and! outfall! associated! with! Blagden! Run! (culvert! location! #77)! are! considered!
contributing!elements!to!the! Historic! District;! the! east! face! bridge! over!Blagden!
Run/stone!arch!inlet!is!in!the!project!area.!
A!portion!of!Blagden!Avenue!was!constructed!to!the!Rock!Creek!Park!boundary!
in!1899!by!Thomas!Blagden!(Davis!1996:43).!!In!1902,!funding!was!appropriated!
by!Congress!and!an!800!foot!long!roadway!was!constructed!to!connect!Blagden!
Avenue!to!Beach!Drive!(Davis!1996:44).!!Additional!grading!of!Blagden!Avenue!
occurred!in!1904!and!it!was!macadamized!to!the!Rock!Creek!Park!boundary!by!
1906! (Davis! 1996:48).! During! field! reconnaissance! for! this! project,! several! other!
historic!structures!along!Blagden!Avenue!within!Rock!Creek!Park!were!observed!
(Table!3).!!These!structures!have!not!been!documented!or!recorded!in!detail.!!It!is!
possible! that! some! of! these! structures! are! associated! with! the! original!
construction! of! Blagden! Avenue! in! 1904"1906! and! would! most! likely! be!
considered! contributing! elements! to! the! Rock! Creek! Park! Historic! District! as!
examples!of!rustic!stone!architecture!associated!with!early!park!development.!!
Table 3. Historic Structures along Blagden Avenue
FEATURE

DESCRIPTION

LOCATION

Retaining Wall

Dry laid stone

North side of Blagden
Avenue, south side of tree

Retaining Wall

Dry laid stone; mortared
stone; concrete patches;
crenulated parapet remnant

South side of Blagden
Avenue, along drainage

Inlet/Culvert Location #77

Dry laid stone facing,
parapet walls

East face bridge over
Blagden Run; West side
of Beach Drive

Parapet for wooden
pedestrian bridge

Mortared stone

South side of drainage,
Valley Trail crossing

Pier

Dry laid stone

drainage

Curb

Dry laid stone

North of drainage along
Blagden Avenue

COMMENT

Contributing element to the
Historic District (The Louis Berger
Group, Inc. 2003:Table 1)

Possible stone curb for past pulloff location
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A!concrete!outfall!pipe!with!a!partial!lining!of!brick!and!a!rebar!grate!is!located!
south!of!Blagden!Avenue,!in!the!drainage!head!at!the!east!end!of!the!project!area.!!
The! use! of! red! brick! as! an! outfall! lining! may! suggest! that! this! feature! is! older!
than!50!years.!

3.3 VISITOR USE AND EXPERIENCE
Rock! Creek! Park! is! one! of! the! largest! forested! urban! parks! in! the! nation!
supporting! an! average! of! more! than! two! million! recreational! visitors! per! year.!!
Another!12!million!people!visit!the!park!annually!for!non"recreational!purposes!
such! as! commuting! (NPS! 2002).! ! The! park! offers! a! wide! variety! of! natural,!
historical,! and! recreational! opportunities! some! of! which! include! hiking,! biking,!
horseback!riding,!bird!watching!and!wildlife!viewing,!picnicking,!golf!and!other!
sports!activities,!nature!walks,!and!educational!activities.!!An!extensive!system!of!
trails!and!paths!cross!throughout!the!park!and!cross!Rock!Creek!and!Potomac!!
In! addition! to! motorized! recreation,! Rock! Creek! and! Potomac! Parkway! and!
Beach!Drive!are!also!sources!of!non"motorized!recreation.!!Beach!Drive,!which!is!
within! the! narrow! creek! valley! for! much! of! the! length! of! the! park,! is! used! by!
park!visitors!for!activities!such! as! walking,! in"line! skating,! and! bicycling! and!is!
accessed! in! the! study! area! by! Blagden! Avenue.! ! On! average,! 40,000! people! a!
week! use! Beach! Drive! for! recreational! purposes.! ! During! the! weekend! and! on!
holidays,!portions!of!Beach!Drive!and!other!park!roads!are!closed!to!motorized!
traffic,!accommodating!the!heavy!recreational!use!that!exists!for!the!Park.!!!
Visitor! facilities! accessible! from! Blagden! Avenue! and! its! connection! to! Beach!
Drive! include! paved! multi"use! trails! and! weekend! closures! of! Beach! Drive,! an!
extensive! network! of! hiking! and! horseback! riding! trails,! sport! fields,! scenic!
roads,!and! the!Rock! Creek!Gallery,! also! known! as! the!Art! Barn! and! Pierce!Mill!
Barn,!which!display!the!work!of!local!artists.!!Rock!Creek!and!Potomac!Parkway!
and!Beach!Drive!also!provide!access!to!the!Rock!Creek!Park!picnic!areas.!!!

3.4 TRANSPORTATION
3.4.1 Roadway Characteristics
Blagden!Avenue!is!one!of!14!entry!routes!to!Beach!Drive!that!provide!access!to!
Rock! Creek! Park.! ! As! currently! constructed! within! the! Park,! it! has! a! narrow!
right"of"way!of!20!feet!that!accommodates!two!lanes!of!vehicular!traffic.!!!!!
3.4.2 Pedestrian and Bicycle Facilities
To! provide! recreational! opportunities! for! pedestrians,! bicyclists,! and! in"line!
skaters,!and!other!types!of!non"motorized!uses,!the!park!closes!portions!of!Beach!
Drive! to! motorized! vehicle! traffic! during! weekends! and! holidays.! ! During! the!
week,! when! all! park! roads! are! open! to! commuter! traffic,! interactions! are!
common! between! automobiles! and! non"motorized! users,! such! as! bicyclists! and!
pedestrians.! ! These! occur! particularly! in! areas! where! a! trail! enters! the! actual!
driving! lane! and! becomes! part! of! the! traffic! such! as! occurs! along! Blagden!
Avenue.!!Field!investigations!indicate!that!pedestrians!currently!walk!along!the!
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southside!of!Blagden!Avenue!in!order!to!access!the!extensive!trail!network!and!
facilities!of!the!Park.!

3.5 URBAN QUALITY
Zoning! designations! for! areas! of! the! city! adjacent! to! Rock! Creek! Park! were!
identified! through! use! of! The! District! of! Columbia! Zoning! Map! (1958),!
interpretation!of!aerial!photography,!and!through!field!observations.!!Rock!Creek!
Park! and! most! of! the! area! along! Blagden! Avenue! is! zoned! GOV,! indicating! a!
government! use! that! is! not! under! the! jurisdiction! of! the! D.C.! Office! of! Zoning.!!
The!eastern!end!of!Blagden!Avenue,!that!located!outside!the!park!and!not!owned!
by! the! federal! government,! is! subject! to! the! regulations! of! the! D.C.! Office! of!
Zoning.! ! The! Crestwood! neighborhood! at! the! east! end! of! the! project! area! is!
designated!as!R"1,!Single!Family!Detached!Dwellings.!!!
!
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4. Environmental Consequences
4.1 GENERAL METHODOLOGY FOR ESTABLISHING IMPACT
THRESHOLDS AND MEASURING EFFECTS
This! “Environmental! Consequences”! chapter! addresses! the! potential! impacts! to!
each! of! the! resource! areas! (i.e.,! impact! topics)! discussed! under! the! “Affected!
Environment”! chapter! for! the! no! action! and! action! alternatives.! ! The! analysis! of!
impacts! for! each! resource! area! begins! with! a! statement! of! the! methodology! and!
assumptions!used! for! the!analysis.! !Next,! the! resource"specific! impact! thresholds!
and!study!area!for!the!resource!area!are!defined.!!The!final!section!addresses!the!
impacts!to!the!resource!area!from!each!of!the!alternatives.!!Each!action!alternative!
is! compared! to! the! no! action! alternative! to! determine! resource! impacts.! ! In! the!
absence!of!quantitative!data,!best!professional!judgment!was!used.!!!
Potential!impacts!of!all!alternatives!are!described!in!terms!of!type!(beneficial!or!
adverse);! context! (site"specific,! local,! or! regional);! duration! (short"term! or! long"
term),!and!intensity!(negligible,!minor,!moderate,!major).!!This!is!consistent!with!
the! regulations! of! the! CEQ! that! implements! NEPA.! ! Definitions! of! these!
descriptors!include:!
Beneficial:!!A!positive!change!in!the!condition!or!appearance!of!the!
resource! or! a! change! that! moves! the! resource! toward! a! desired!
condition.!!!
Adverse:! A! change! that! declines,! degrades,! and! /or! moves! the!
resource! away! from! a! desired! condition! or! detracts! from! its!
appearance!or!condition.!!!
Context:! Context! is! the! affected! environment! within! which! an!
impact! would! occur,! such! as! local,! park"wide,! regional,! global,!
affected! interests,! society! as! whole,! or! any! combination! of! these.!!
Context! is! variable! and! depends! on! the! circumstances! involved!
with! each! impact! topic.! ! As! such,! the! impact! analysis! determines!
the!context,!not!visa!versa.!
Duration:! The! duration! of! the! effect! is! described! as! short"term! or!
long"term.! ! Duration! is! variable! with! each! impact! topic;! therefore,!
definitions!related!to!each!impact!topic!are!provided!in!the!specific!
impact!analysis!narrative.!
Intensity:!Because!definitions!of!impact!intensity!(negligible,!minor,!
moderate,!and!major)!vary!by!impact!topic,!intensity!definitions!are!
provided! for! each! impact! topic! analyzed! in! the! specific! impact!
analysis!narrative.!
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National! Park! Service! policy! also! requires! that! direct! and! indirect! impacts! be!
discussed!and!analyzed!during!the!impact!analysis,!but!not!specifically!identified!
in!the!narrative.!

4.2 CUMULATIVE IMPACTS
The!CEQ!regulations!to!implement!NEPA!require!the!assessment!of!cumulative!
impacts!in!the!decision"making!process!for!federal!projects.!!Cumulative!impacts!
are! defined! as! “the! impact! on! the! environment! which! results! from! the!
incremental! impact! of! the! action! when! added! to! other! past,! present,! and!
reasonably! foreseeable! future! actions! regardless! of! what! agency! (federal! or!
nonfederal)! or! person! undertakes! such! other! actions”! (40! CFR! 1508.7).!!
Cumulative!effects!can!result!from!individually!minor,!but!collectively!moderate!
or!major!actions!that!take!place!over!a!period!of!time.!
Cumulative!impacts!are!considered!for!all!alternatives,!including!the!No!Action!
Alternative.!!Cumulative!impacts!were!determined!by!combining!the!impacts!of!
the! alternative! being! considered! with! other! past,! present,! and! reasonably!
foreseeable!future!actions.!!Therefore,!it!was!necessary!to!identify!past,!ongoing,!
or! reasonably! foreseeable! future! transportation! and! resource! management!
projects!at!Rock!Creek!Park!and!in!the!surrounding!region!that!could!collectively!
interact!with!the!actions!proposed!in!the!alternatives.!!!
4.2.1 Rock Creek Park Plans
Current! plans! to! enhance! the! operations! and! safety! of! roads! and! trails! within!
Rock!Creek!Park,!as!well!as!the!GMP,!would!have!no!cumulative!interaction!with!
the! proposed! hiker/bicycle! trail.! ! The! provision! of! the! trail! is! consistent! with!
many!of!the!goals!contained!in!these!plans!as!it!will!provide!additional!access!to!
the!Park!and!enhance!the!safety!of!the!multimodal!transportation!system.!!From!
a!cumulative!impact!perspective,!there!are!no!reasonably!foreseeable!incremental!
changes!that!would!occur!due!to!the!construction!of!any!of!the!Build!Alternatives!
in!relation!to!other!Rock!Creek!Park!Plans.!
4.2.2 Local/State Plans
The! District! Department! of! Transportation! (DDOT)! and! other! agencies! have!
prepared! transportation! plans! in! the! vicinity! of! Rock! Creek! Park! that! are!
considered! in! the! cumulative! impact! assessment.! ! These! plans! are! summarized!
below.! ! More! specific! details! are! available! via! the! District! of! Columbia! website!
(www.ddot.dc.gov)!and!the!NPS!website.!
Beach Drive EA
Beach!Drive!is!a!multi"use!resource!within!the!park!that!primarily!functions!as!a!
north"south! commuter! route! during! the! week,! accessing! major! arterial! roads!
within!Washington!D.C.!!On!weekends!and!holidays,!portions!of!Beach!Drive!are!
closed! to! vehicular! traffic! and! used! as! a! recreational! area! by! pedestrians! and!
bicyclists.! Rock! Creek! and! Potomac! Parkway! serves! as! a! travel! corridor! that!
connects!Beach!Drive!and!Rock!Creek!Park!with!Potomac!Park.!
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The! Beach! Drive! Draft! EA,! which! is! a! National! Park! Service! project! being!
managed! by! the! Eastern! Federal! Lands! Highway! Division! of! the! Federal!
Highway!Administration,!evaluates!a!range!of!feasible!alternatives!and!strategies!
for!the!rehabilitation!and!reconstruction!of!four!roads!within!Rock!Creek!Park!in!
the! District! of! Columbia.! ! The! National! Park! Service,! in! cooperation! with! the!
Federal! Highway! Administration,! proposes! to! resurface! and! repair! the! entire!
length! (6.5! miles)! of! Beach! Drive;! repave! the! Rock! Creek! &! Potomac! Parkway!
from!P!Street!to!Calvert!Street;!repair!Cathedral!Avenue!and!Shoreham!Drive!to!
Calvert!Street!(adjacent!to!the!Parkway);!and,!repave!and!spot!repair!the!Harvard!
Street!ramp!in!Rock!Creek!Park!located!within!the!District!of!Columbia.!
The! NPS! explored! and! objectively! evaluated! a! range! of! alternatives.! ! Two!
alternatives!were!carried!forward!for!further!analysis:!Alternative!A!–!No!Action;!
and,!Alternative!B!–!Rehabilitation!and!Reconstruction!of!Beach!Drive!and!Rock!
Creek! and! Potomac! Parkway.! ! Alternative! B! is! the! preferred! alternative! chosen!
by!the!NPS.!
The! No! Action! and! the! Action! alternatives! would! either! have! no! or! negligible!
impacts! on! threatened,! endangered,! and! other! special! concern! species;! air!
quality;!geology!and!soils;!floodplains;!prime!and!unique!farmlands;!archeology,!
socioeconomics,! including! the! local! economy! and! land! use;! environmental!
justice;! soundscape! management;! ethnographic! resources;! museum! collections;!
Indian! trust! resources! and! Native! American! sacred! sites;! park! operation;! and!
sustainability!and!conservation!potential.!!
Alternative! B! would! result! in! long"term! beneficial! impacts! to! water! quality,!
wetlands,! aquatic! wildlife,! visitor! use! and! experience,! transportation,! urban!
quality,! and! health! and! safety.! ! Short"term! minor! adverse! and! long"term!
moderate!beneficial!impacts!would!occur!to!historic!resources!(Rock!Creek!Park!
and! Rock! Creek! and! Potomac! Parkway! Historic! Districts)! and! the! Rock! Creek!
Park! cultural! landscape.! ! Long"term! minor! adverse! impacts! would! occur! to!
vegetation.!!Short"term!moderate!adverse!impacts!would!occur!to!visitor!use!and!
experience! and! transportation.! ! Short"term! minor! adverse! impacts! would! occur!
to!water!quality,!wetlands,!vegetation,!aquatic!wildlife,!urban!quality,!and!health!
and!safety.!!There!are!no!cumulative!impacts!anticipated!due!to!the!construction!
of! any! of! the! Build! Alternatives! and! the! proposed! improvements! suggested! in!
the! Beach! Drive! EA! are! incorporated! into! the! design! for! the! proposed!
alternatives.!

4.3 IMPAIRMENT ANALYSIS
The! NPS! Management! Policies! 2001! requires! an! analysis! of! potential! effects! to!
determine! whether! or! not! actions! would! impact! park! resources! and! also! to!
determine!whether!those!actions!would!impair!park!resources.!!The!fundamental!
purpose! of! the! National! Park! System,! as! established! by! the! Organic! Act! and!
reaffirmed!by!the! General!Authorities! Act,! as! amended,! begins! with! a! mandate!
to! conserve! park! resources! and! values.! ! National! Park! Service! managers! must!
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always! seek! ways! to! avoid,! or! to! minimize! to! the! greatest! degree! practicable,!
adversely!impacting!park!resources!and!values.!!!
These! laws! do! give! the! National! Park! Service! management! discretion! to! allow!
impacts! to! park! resources! and!values! when! necessary! and! appropriate! to! fulfill!
the!purposes!of!a!park,!as!long!as!the!impact!does!not!constitute!impairment!of!
the! affected! resources! and! values.! ! Although! Congress! has! given! the! National!
Park! Service! the! management! discretion! to! allow! certain! impacts! within! a! park!
system! unit,! that! discretion! is! limited! by! the! statutory! requirement! that! the!
agency!must!leave!park!resources!and!values!unimpaired,!unless!a!particular!law!
directly!and!specifically!provides!otherwise.!!!
The! impairment! that! is! prohibited! by! the! Organic! Act! and! the! General!
Authorities!Act!is!an!impact!that,!in!the!professional!judgment!of!the!responsible!
NPS! manager,! would! harm! the! integrity! of! park! resources! or! values,! including!
the! opportunities! that! otherwise! would! be! present! for! the! enjoyment! of! those!
resources! or! values.! ! Whether! an! impact! meets! this! definition! depends! on! the!
particular! resources! and! values! that! would! be! affected;! the! severity,! duration,!
and! timing! of! the! impact;! the! direct! and! indirect! effects! of! the! impact;! and! the!
cumulative!effects!of!the!impact!in!question!and!other!impacts.!!An!impact!to!any!
park! resource! or! value! may! constitute! an! impairment! but! an! impact! would! be!
more!likely!to!constitute!an!impairment!to!the!extent!that!it!has!a!major!or!severe!
adverse!effect!upon!a!resource!or!value!whose!conservation!is:!
• necessary! to! fulfill! specific! purposes! identified! in! the! establishing!
legislation!or!proclamation!of!the!park;!
• key!to!the!natural!or!cultural!integrity!of!the!park!or!to!opportunities!for!
enjoyment!of!the!park;!or!
• identified! as! a! goal! in! the! park’s! general! management! plan! or! other!
relevant!NPS!planning!documents.!
An!impact!would!be!less!likely!to!constitute!an!impairment!to!the!extent!that!it!is!
an!unavoidable!result!of!an!action!necessary!to!preserve!or!restore!the!integrity!
of! park! resources! or! values! that! cannot! reasonably! be! further! mitigated.!!
Impairment! may! occur! from! visitor! activities;! NPS! activities! in! the! course! of!
managing! a! park;! or! activities! undertaken! by! concessionaires,! contractors,! and!
others!operating!in!the!park.!
4.3.1 Natural Resources
Water Quality
Methodology! and! Assumptions.! The! NPS! Management! Policies! 2001! state! that!
the!Park!Service!will!“take!all!necessary!actions!to!maintain!or!restore!the!quality!
of!surface!waters!and!ground!waters!within!the!parks!consistent!with!the!Clean!
Water!Act!and!all!other!applicable!federal,!state,!and!local!laws!and!regulations”!
(sec.!4.6.3).!
A! water! quality! standard! defines! the! water! quality! goals! for! a! water! body! by!
designating!uses!to!be!made!of!the!water,!by!setting!minimum!criteria!to!protect!
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the! uses,! and! by! preventing! degradation! of! water! quality! through!
antidegradation! provisions.! ! The! antidegradation! policy! is! only! one! component!
of! a! water! quality! standard.! ! Part! of! this! policy! (40! CFR! 131.12(a)(2))! strives! to!
maintain!water!quality!at!existing!levels!if!it!is!already!better!than!the!minimum!
criteria.! ! Antidegradation! should! not! be! interpreted! to! mean! that! “no!
degradation”!can!or!will!occur,!as!even!in!the!most!pristine!waters,!degradation!
may!be!allowed!for!certain!pollutants!as!long!as!it!is!temporary!and!short!term.!
Another! consideration! in! assessing! water! quality! impacts! is! the! effect! on! those!
resources!dependent!on!a!certain!quality!or!condition!of!water.!!Sensitive!aquatic!
organisms,! submerged! aquatic! vegetation,! riparian! areas,! and! wetlands! are!
affected!by!changes!in!water!quality!from!direct!and!indirect!sources.!
Study!Area.!!The!study!area!for!water!quality!and!stream!processes!includes!the!
entire!length!of!the!project!area!from!the!Matthewson!Drive!to!Beach!Drive.!!!
Impact!Thresholds.!!The!following!impact!thresholds!were!established!in!order!
to! describe! the! relative! changes! in! water! quality! (overall,! localized,! short"! and!
long"term,! cumulatively,! adverse! and! beneficial)! under! the! management!
alternatives.!
Negligible!–!Chemical,!physical,!or!biological!effects!to!water!quality!
or! stream! flows! would! not! be! detectable,! would! be! well! below!
water!quality!standards!or!criteria,!and!would!be!within!historical!
or!desired!water!quality!conditions!and!flows.!
Minor!–!Chemical,!physical,!or!biological!effects!to!water!quality!or!
stream!flows!would!be!detectable!and!localized,!but!would!be!well!
below! water! quality! standards! or! criteria! and! within! historical! or!
desired!water!quality!conditions!and!flows.!
Moderate!–!Chemical,!physical,!or!biological!effects!to!water!quality!
or!stream!flows!would!be!detectable!over!a!relatively!wide!area!or!
stream!reach,!but!would!be!at!or!below!water!quality!standards!or!
criteria;! however,! historical! baseline! or! desired! water! quality!
conditions!and/or!stream!flows!would!be!temporarily!altered.!
Major!–!Chemical,!physical,!or!biological!effects!to!water!quality!or!
stream!flows!would!be!detectable!and!would!be!frequently!altered!
from!the!historical!baseline!or!desired!water!quality!conditions!and!
flows!over!a!large!area!within!and!outside!of!the!study!area;!and/or!
chemical,!physical,!or!biological!water!quality!standards!or!criteria!
would!temporarily!be!slightly!and!singularly!exceeded.!!!
Duration! –! Impacts! are! short"term! when! change! in! water! quality!
and!stream!flows!are!temporary,!occurring!after!major!storm!events!
or! during! construction.! ! Long"term! impacts! occur! when! the!
recovery! period! is! not! temporary,! resulting! in! permanent! changes!
to!water!quality!or!hydrologic!characteristics.!
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No Build Alternative

Analysis.! ! The! No! Build! Alternative! will! likely! have! Minor! impacts! to! the!
unnamed!tributary!to!Rock!Creek!that!runs!parallel!with!Blagden!Avenue.!!The!
stream! banks! are! eroded! in! some! locations,! sediments! and! runoff! from! the!
existing! packed"earth! trail! will! continue! to! enter! the! stream.! ! Collapse! of! the!
retaining! walls! on! the! western! edge! of! the! project! area! are! not! imminent! but!
foreseeable.!!
Cumulative!Impacts.!!Considering!the!size!and!extent!of!development!within!the!
watershed!of!the!unnamed!tributary!compared!to!the!project!area,!no!measurable!
cumulative!impacts!are!likely!to!occur!as!a!result!of!the!No!Build!Alternative.!!
Conclusion.! !The! existing! erosion! and! runoff! problems! on! the!site! indicate! that!
the! No! Build! Alternative! will! have! a! long"term! negative! impact! on! the! water!
quality! of! the! stream!due! to! increasing! amounts! of! sediment! contributed! to! the!
stream! over! time.! ! If! retaining! walls! are! allowed! to! collapse,! large! quantities! of!
sediment!would!be!flushed!into!the!stream!and!to!Rock!Creek.!The!pieces!of!the!
retaining! wall! would! then! have! to! be! removed! from! the! stream! bed,! the! walls!
reconstructed,!and!the!area!back"filled!to!original!grade.!!Long"term,!minor!and!
Short"term,!moderate!impacts!to!water!quality!would!result.!!
4.3.1.2

North of Blagden Avenue

Analysis.!!Trail!construction!on!the!north!side!of!Blagden!Avenue!would!replace!
existing!forest!floor!conditions!with!an!impervious!surface.!!This!would!create!a!
minor!increase!in!the!amount!of!runoff!generated!in!the!project!area.!!Increases!
would!be!negligible!in!comparison!to!the!amount!of!runoff!moving!through!the!
project!corridor!from!existing!upstream!sources.!!The!spaces!created!by!the!trail!
as!it!meanders!around!trees!would!allow!for!small!BMPs!to!be!implemented!to!
control! and! treat! the! small! amount! of! runoff! created! from! the! impervious! trail!
surface.!!!
Cumulative! Impacts.! ! Similar! to! the! No! Action! Alternative,! construction! of! the!
trail!on!the!north!side!of!Blagden!Avenue!would!have!no!measurable!cumulative!
impact!on!surface!water!quality!in!the!project!area.!!
Conclusion.!!Construction!of!the!trail!on!the!north!side!of!Blagden!Avenue!could!
create! an! opportunity! to! treat! the! moderate! amount! of! run! off! and! erosion!
occurring! in! this! location.! ! However,! similar! to! the! No! Action! Alternative,! the!
North!of!Blagden!Avenue!Alternative!may!have!a!short"term!moderate!and!long"
term!minor!negative!impacts!on!the!water!quality!due!to!increasing!amounts!of!
sediment! contributed! to! the! stream! over! time! if! the! existing! erosion! and! runoff!
problems!associated!with!the!stream!and!stream!banks!are!not!addressed.!!!
4.3.1.3

South of Blagden Avenue

Analysis.!!The!South!of! Blagden! Alternative! would! replace! an! existing! packed"
earth! trail! with! a! more! permanent,! impervious! surface.! ! The! existing! packed"
earth!trail! drains!to!a!low!point! along! the!edge!of!Blagden!Avenue!until!runoff!
reaches!a!collapsed!section!of!retaining!wall!and!enters!the!unnamed!tributary!to!
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Rock!Creek.!!The!construction!of!a!trail!in!this!location!would!allow!for!BMPs!to!
be!implemented!that!would!minimize!and!control!runoff,!preventing!sediments!
from!entering!the!stream!and!further!erosion!of!the!retaining!wall.!!
Cumulative!Impacts.!!Considering!the!highly!developed!nature!of!the!remainder!
of!the!upstream!watershed,!construction!of!the!trail!on!the!south!side!of!Blagden!
Avenue!would!have!no!measurable!cumulative!impact!on!surface!water!quality!
in!the!project!area.!
Conclusion.! ! Even! if! existing! retaining! walls! were! not! repaired! as! part! of! trail!
construction! on! the! south! side! of! Blagden! Avenue,! alteration! of! existing! runoff!
patterns!that!currently!concentrate!flows!and!foster!erosion!would!limit!sediment!
and! runoff! contributions! to! the! stream! resulting! in! long"term! minor! benefits! to!
surface!water!quality.!!!
Vegetation
Methodology! and! Assumptions.! ! Information! on! vegetation! and! vegetative!
communities! potentially! impacted! in! the! project! area! was! compiled! based! on!
reconnaissance!of!the!project!corridor!conducted!in!January!2007.!!No!trees!will!
be! removed! as! the! direct! result! of! either! of! the! Build! Alternative.! ! Indirect!
impacts! to! trees! will! be! minimized! by! keeping! cut! and! fill! to! an! absolute!
minimum!and!through!the!use!of!tree!wells!and/or!retaining!walls.!!
Study! Area.! ! The! study! area! for! vegetation! includes! a! 20"foot! wide! strip! along!
the! northern! edge! of! Blagden! Avenue! and,! on! the! south! side,! the! area! between!
Blagden!Avenue!and!the!uppermost!top!of!the!stream!bank.!!!!
Impact! Thresholds.! ! The! following! thresholds! were! used! to! determine! the!
magnitude!of!effects!on!vegetation:!
Negligible! –! Individual! native! plants! may! occasionally! be! affected,!
but! measurable! or! perceptible! changes! in! plant! community! size,!
integrity,! or! continuity! would! not! occur.! ! No! species! of! special!
concern!would!be!affected.!
Minor! –! Effects! on! native! plants! would! be! measurable! or!
perceptible,!but!would!affect!a!small!area.!!The!viability!of!the!plant!
community!would!not!be!affected!and!the!community,!if!left!alone,!
would! recover.! ! Special! measures! to! avoid! affecting! species! of!
special!concern!could!be!required!and!would!be!effective.!
Moderate!–!A!change!would!occur!over!a!relatively!large!area!in!the!
native!plant!community!that!would!be!readily!measurable!in!terms!
of! abundance,! distribution,! quantity,! or! quality.! ! Mitigation!
measures!would!probably!be!necessary!to!offset!adverse!effects!and!
would!likely!be!successful.!!Some!species!of!special!concern!could!
also!be!affected.!
Major! –! Effects! on! native! plant! communities,! including! species! of!
special! concern,! would! be! readily! apparent,! and! would!
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substantially!change!vegetation!community!types!over!a!large!area!
in! and! out! of! the! park.! ! Extensive! mitigation! would! be! needed! to!
offset!adverse!effects,!and!its!success!would!not!be!assured.!
Duration! –! Short"term! impacts! would! occur! during! all! or! part! of!
alternative! implementation;! long"term! impacts! would! extend!
beyond!implementation!of!the!alternative.!
4.3.1.4

No Build Alternative

Analysis.!!Continued!erosion!of!streambanks!on!the!south!side!of!Blagden!where!
existing! stormwater! outfalls! are! located! or! damaged! could! result! in! the! loss! of!
streambank! vegetation! over! time! including! some! trees.! ! As! a! result,! long"term!
minor!or!negligible!adverse!impacts!to!vegetation!would!be!expected!under!the!
No!Action!Alternative.!!!
Cumulative!Impacts.!!The!project!area!consists!of!mature!hardwood,!temperate!
forest.! ! It! is! within! Rock! Creek! Park! and! thus! protected! from! any! future!
development! or! alteration! to! the! vegetation! community.! ! Although! other! area!
road!reconstruction!and!stormwater!improvement!projects!could!result!in!long"
term! adverse! cumulative! impacts! due! to! tree! loss,! no! direct! impairment! of!
vegetation!resources!is!anticipated!from!the!No!Build!Alternative.!
Conclusion.! ! Continued! erosion! of! streambanks! could! cause! the! loss! of!
streambank! vegetation! over! time! and! result! in! long"term,! minor! or! negligible!
adverse!impacts!to!vegetation!on!the!south!side!of!Blagden!Avenue.!!No!short"!or!
long"term! impacts! to! vegetation! on! the! north! side! of! Blagden! Avenue! are!
expected!from!the!No!Build!Alternative.!
4.3.1.5

North of Blagden Avenue

Analysis.!!Two!types!of!potential!impacts!exist!for!vegetative!communities!with!
either! of! the! Build! Alternatives:! removal! of! trees! (direct! and! indirect)! and!
introduction!of!invasive!species!during!construction.!!Direct!removal!of!trees!will!
be! avoided! by! shifting! the! alignment! of! the! trail! around! them.! ! Impacts! to! tree!
root! systems,! however! are! unavoidable! when! building! a! trail! through! a! forest.!!
Impacts!will!be!avoided!by!decreasing!the!amount!of!cut!and!fill!to!the!minimum!
possible!depth!(e.g.,!less!than!6!inches!cut!or!fill).!!Retaining walls will also be used
to lessen impacts to tree roots over large areas. The!root!zones!of!six!(6)!trees!will!be!
impacted!by!the!proposed!trail:!a!green!ash,!two!(2)!American!beeches,!and!three!
(3)! white! oaks.! ! Green! ash! is! resistant! to! soil! compaction.! ! Impacts! to! the!
American!beeches!(sensitive!to!compaction)!and!white!oaks!(extremely!sensitive!
to! compaction)! may! be! minimized! by! the! use! of! retaining! walls.! ! Any! roots!
encountered!during!wall!construction!will!be!cleanly!cut!and!the!remaining!root!
systems! adequately! watered! to! minimize! stress! to! these! trees.! ! Construction!
equipment! will! be! restricted! to! areas! where! the! trail! will! be! constructed! to!
minimize!any!additional!compaction!to!the!root!zones.!!
Staging! or! other! areas! impacted! by! construction! activities! or! equipment! will! be!
replanted! with! vegetation! appropriate! for! the! area,! as! identified! by! the! Park’s!
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vegetation! management! plan.! ! Tree! removal,! damage! to! root! systems,! and! any!
eventual! tree! mortality! related! to! trail! construction! would! represent! short"term!
and!long"term!minor!adverse!impacts!to!the!vegetation!community.!
The! spread! or! establishment! of! exotic! invasive! species! into! all! areas! where!
existing! vegetation! or! soils! are! disturbed! could! also! occur! as! a! result! of! trail!
construction.! ! Invasive! species! generally! proliferate! when! existing! groundcover!
is!disturbed.!!The!potential!for!the!spread!of!exotic!invasive!species!downstream!
in!Rock!Creek!and!the!Potomac!River!would!also!exist!if!eroded!soils!containing!
seed! stock! are! transported! into! the! stream! along! Blagden! Avenue.! ! Replanting!
disturbed! areas! with! zone"appropriate! native! vegetation! and! implementation!
and! maintenance! of! erosion! and! sediment! control! practices! would! reduce!
potential! for! the! spread! of! exotic! invasive! species! in! the! project! area! and!
downstream! along! Rock! Creek! and! the! Potomac! River.! ! Monitoring! and!
maintenance! of! replanted! areas! would! be! necessary! to! ensure! the! invasive!
species! do! not! become! established! in,! or! spread! to,! these! areas.! ! Implementing!
these! mitigation! measures! would! reduce! the! spread! of! invasive! species! and!
would!result!in!negligible!adverse!impacts!to!park!vegetation.!
Cumulative! Impacts.! ! Vegetation! communities! have! not! been! disturbed! within!
this!portion!of!Rock!Creek!Park!since!the!park!was!established!in!1890!other!than!
for!minor!upgrades!to!Blagden!Avenue.!!Many!of!the!trees!in!this!area!are!well!
over! 50! years! of! age.! ! However,! construction! equipment! and! the! landscaped!
areas! adjacent! to! the! Park! may! be! a! source! of! invasive! plant! species! that! can!
quickly!colonize!disturbed!areas.!!By!adjusting!the!alignment!of!the!trail!around!
existing! trees,! minimizing! the! amount! of! cut! and! fill,! and! seeding! or! covering!
disturbed!areas!as!soon!as!possible,!cumulative!impacts!of!the!North!of!Blagden!
Alternative!will!be!minimized.!!
Conclusion.! ! There! will! be! no! direct! impact! to! vegetation! communities! by! the!
North! of! Blagden! Alternative.! ! Some! indirect! loss! of! trees! may! occur! from!
damage!to!root!systems,!which!will!be!kept!the!absolute!minimum.!!Trees!should!
be!monitored!for!a!period!of!two!(2)!years!to!determine!any!indirect!losses!due!to!
construction!activities!in!the!root!zone.!!Vegetation!communities!should!also!be!
monitored! in! any! areas! disturbed! during! construction! to! ensure! that! invasive!
species!to!no!become!established.!
4.3.1.6

South of Blagden Avenue

Analysis.!!No!trees!will!be!directly!impacted!by!trail!construction.!!The!grade!on!
the!southern!side!of!Blagden!Avenue!is!uniform!with!the!road!bed;!therefore,!no!
cut! or! fill! will! be! necessary! other! than! to! construct! the! bed! for! the! trail! proper!
(approximately!a!4!inch!cut).!!Much!of!this!area!is!also!comprised!of!packed!earth!
and!likely!contains!few!fine!tree!roots,!further!limiting!the!possibility!of!indirect!
damage!to!trees.!!!
Cumulative! Impacts.! ! As! with! the! North! of! Blagden! Alternative,! vegetation!
communities! have! not! been! disturbed! within! this! portion! of! Rock! Creek! Park!
since!the!park!was!established!in!1890!other!than!for!minor!upgrades!to!Blagden!
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Avenue! and! stonework! to! protect! stream! banks.! ! Construction! equipment! and!
the! landscaped! areas! adjacent! to! the! Park! may! be! a! source! of! invasive! plant!
species!that!can!quickly!colonize!disturbed!areas.!!As!the!proposed!trail!location!
is! merely! and! altering! of! existing! impervious! or! compacted! surfaces,! no!
cumulative!impacts!to!vegetation!communities!are!likely.!!
Conclusion.!!As!the! trail!is!designed!to!be!constructed!immediately!adjacent!to!
Blagden! Avenue! and! will! be! only! 6"feet! wide,! the! area! of! disturbance! will! be!
smaller! than! for! the! North! of! Blagden! Alternative,! lessening! the! potential! for!
indirect!impact!to!tree!roots!and!invasive!species!to!become!established.!
4.3.2 Cultural Resources
In!this!environmental!assessment,!impacts!to!archeological!resources!and!historic!
structures!are!described!in!terms!of!type,!context,!duration,!and!intensity,!which!
is!consistent!with!the!regulations!of!the!Council!on!Environmental!Quality!(CEQ)!
that! implement! the! National! Environmental! Policy! Act! (NEPA).! These! impact!
analyses!are!intended,!however,!to!comply!with!the!requirements!of!both!NEPA!
and! Section! 106! of! the! National! Historic! Preservation! Act! (NHPA).! ! In!
accordance! with! the! Advisory! Council! on! Historic! Preservation’s! (ACHP)!
regulations!implementing!Section!106!of!the!NHPA!(36!CFR!Part!800,!Protection!
of!Historic!Properties),!impacts!to!archeological!resources!and!historic!structures!
were!identified!and!evaluated!by!(1)!determining!the!area!of!potential!effects;!(2)!
identifying! cultural! resources! present! in! the! area! of! potential! effects! that! are!
either!listed!in!or!eligible!to!be!listed!in!the!National!Register!of!Historic!Places!
(NRHP);!(3)!applying!the!criteria!of!adverse!effect!to!affected!cultural!resources!
either!listed!in!or!eligible!to!be!listed!in!the!NRHP;!and!(4)!considering!ways!to!
avoid,!minimize!or!mitigate!adverse!effects.!
Under! the! ACHP’s! regulations! a! determination! of! either! adverse! effect! or! no!
adverse!effect!must!also!be!made!for!affected,!National!Register!eligible!cultural!
resources.! An! adverse! effect! occurs! whenever! an! impact! alters,! directly! or!
indirectly,!any!characteristic!of!a!cultural!resource!that!qualify!it!for!inclusion!in!
the! National! Register,! e.g.! diminishing! the! integrity! of! the! resource’s! location,!
design,!setting,!materials,!workmanship,!feeling,!or!association.!!Adverse!effects!
also! include! reasonably! foreseeable! effects! caused! by! the! preferred! alternative!
that!would!occur!later!in!time,!be!farther!removed!in!distance!or!be!cumulative!
(36! CFR! 800.5,! Assessment! of! Adverse! Effects).! ! A! determination! of! no! adverse!
effect!means!there!is!an!effect,!but!the!effect!would!not!diminish!in!any!way!the!
characteristics!of!the!cultural!resource!that!qualify!it!for!inclusion!in!the!NRHP.!
CEQ! regulations! and! the! National! Park! Service’s! Conservation! Planning,!
Environmental!Impact!Analysis!and!Decision!Making!(Director’s!Order!#12)!also!
call!for!a!discussion!of!the!appropriateness!of!mitigation,!as!well!as!an!analysis!of!
how! effective! the! mitigation! would! be! in! reducing! the! intensity! of! a! potential!
impact,!e.g.!reducing!the!intensity!of!an!impact!from!major!to!moderate!or!minor.!!
Any!resultant!reduction!in!intensity!of!impact!due!to!mitigation,!however,!is!an!
estimate!of!the!effectiveness!of!mitigation!under!NEPA!only.!!It!does!not!suggest!
that! the! level! of! effect! as! defined! by! Section! 106! is! similarly! reduced.! ! Cultural!
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resources! are! non"renewable! resources! and! adverse! effects! generally! consume,!
diminish,!or!destroy!the!original!historic!materials!or!form,!resulting!in!a!loss!in!
the! integrity! of! the! resource! that! can! never! be! recovered.! ! Therefore,! although!
actions! determined! to! have! an! adverse! effect! under! Section! 106! may! be!
mitigated,!the!effect!remains!adverse.#!
A! Section! 106! summary! is! included! in! the! impact! analysis! sections! for!
archeological! resources! and! historic! structures.! The! Section! 106! Summary! is!
intended! to! meet! the! requirements! of! Section! 106! and! is! an! assessment! of! the!
effect! of! the! undertaking! (implementation! of! the! alternative)! on! cultural!
resources,!based!upon!the!criterion!of!effect!and!criteria!of!adverse!effect!found!
in!the!ACHP’s!regulations.!
Archeological Resources
Impact! Thresholds.! ! The! following! thresholds! were! used! to! determine! the!
magnitude!of!effects!on!archeological!resources!under!NEPA:!
Negligible!—!The!impact!would!be!at!the!lowest!level!of!detection!or!
barely!perceptible!and!not!measurable.!For!purposes!of!Section!106,!
the!determination!of!effect!would!be!no!adverse!effect.!
Minor!—!!
Adverse! impact! —! Disturbance! of! a! site(s)! results! in! little,! if!
any,!loss!of!integrity.!The!determination!of!effect!for!Section!
106!would!be!no!adverse!effect.!
Beneficial!impact!—!Maintenance!and!preservation!of!a!site(s).!!
The! determination! of! effect! for! Section! 106! would! be! no!
adverse!effect.!
Moderate!—!!
Adverse! impact! —! Disturbance! of! a! site(s)! results! in! loss! of!
integrity.!!For!purposes!of!Section!106,!the!determination!of!
effect! would! be! adverse! effect.! ! A! memorandum! of!
agreement!is!executed!among!the!National!Park!Service!and!
applicable! state! or! tribal! historic! preservation! officer! and,! if!
necessary,!the!Advisory!Council!on!Historic!Preservation!in!
accordance! with! 36! CFR! 800.6(b).! ! The! mitigation! measures!
identified! in! the! MOA! reduce! the! intensity! of! impact! from!
major! to! moderate.! ! Measures! identified! in! the! MOA! to!
minimize!or!mitigate!adverse!impacts!reduce!the!intensity!of!
impact!under!NEPA!from!major!to!moderate.!
Beneficial!impact!—!Stabilization!of!a!site(s).!The!determination!
of!effect!for!Section!106!would!be!no!adverse!effect.!
Major!—!!
Adverse! impact! —! Disturbance! of! a! site(s)! results! in! loss! of!
integrity.!!For!purposes!of!Section!106,!the!determination!of!
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effect! would! be! adverse! effect.! ! The! National! Park! Service!
and!applicable!state!or!tribal!historic!preservation!officer!are!
unable! to! negotiate! and! execute! a! memorandum! of!
agreement!in!accordance!with!36!CFR!800.6(b).!
Beneficial! impact! —! Active! intervention! to! preserve! a! site(s).!!
The! determination! of! effect! for! Section! 106! would! be! no!
adverse!effect.!!
Duration! –! Because! archeological! resources! are! non"
renewable,! any! adverse! effects! on! either! prehistoric! or!
historic!archeological!resources!would!be!long"term.!
4.3.2.1

No Build Alternative

Analysis.! ! Natural! degradation! of! the! stream! bank! which! may! contain!

archeological! resources! will! continue! to! occur.! ! Archeological! resources! would!
continue!to!be!managed!in!accordance!with!Sections!106!and!110!of!the!National!
Historic!Preservation!Act!and!the!National!Park!Service’s!Conservation!Planning,!
Environmental! Impact! Analysis! and! Decision! Making! (Director’s! Order! #12).!!
Implementation!of!the!No!Build!Alternative!would!result!in!negligible!impacts!to!
archeological!resources.!!
4.3.2.2

North of Blagden Avenue

Analysis.!!The!proposed!bike! trail! would! include! cut!and! fill! construction! with!
excavation! to! depths! of! 4"5! feet.! ! Some! surface! bedrock! would! be! disturbed! or!
removed.!!Because!of!the!sloping!topography,!prehistoric!campsites!are!unlikely!
to! occur.! ! The! geological! formation! in! the! project! area! does! not! contain! lithic!
materials! suitable! for! tool! manufacture! by! prehistoric! populations;! therefore,!
prehistoric!quarries!are!unlikely!to!be!encountered.!!Implementation!of!the!North!
of! Blagden! Alternative! would! result! in! negligible! impacts! to! archeological!
resources.!
4.3.2.3

South of Blagden Avenue

Analysis.!!The!proposed!bike!trail!would!include!minimal!excavation!to!a!depth!
of!8!inches!(6!inches!for!the!base!and!2!inches!for!the!asphalt).!!However,!portions!
of!existing!Blagden!Avenue!will!be!used!for!the!bike!trail.!!These!areas!have!been!
previously!disturbed!by!road!construction!and!maintenance,!and!are!unlikely!to!
contain!intact! archeological!resources.! !Implementation! of! the! South! of! Blagden!
Alternative!would!result!in!negligible!impacts!to!archeological!resources.!
Conclusion.! ! The! implementation! of! any! of! the! three! alternatives! would! have!
negligible! impacts! to! archeological! resources.! ! The! determination! of! effect! for!
Section!106!for!these!three!alternatives!would!be!no!adverse!effect.!
Historic Structures
Impact! Thresholds.! ! Negligible! —! The! impact! would! be! at! the! lowest! level! of!
detection!or!barely!perceptible!and!not!measurable.!For!purposes!of!Section!106,!
the!determination!of!effect!would!be!no!adverse!effect.!
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Minor!—!!
Adverse! impact! —! Alteration! of! a! character"defining!
feature(s)! would! not! diminish! the! overall! integrity! of! the!
resource.! The! determination! of! effect! for! Section! 106! would!
be!no!adverse!effect.!
Beneficial!impact!—!The!character"defining!feature(s)!would!
be! stabilized/preserved! in! accordance! with! the! Secretary! of!
the! Interior’s! Standards! for! the! Treatment! of! Historic!
Properties! (NPS! 1995b),! and! maintain! the! existing! integrity!
of! the! cultural! resource.! ! The! determination! of! effect! for!
Section!106!would!be!no!adverse!effect.!
Moderate!—!!
Adverse! impact! —! Alteration! of! a! character"defining!
feature(s)! would! diminish! the! overall! integrity! of! the!
resource.! The! determination! of! effect! for! Section! 106! would!
be! adverse! effect.! A! memorandum! of! agreement! (MOA)! is!
executed! among! the! National! Park! Service! and! applicable!
state! or! tribal! historic! preservation! officer! and,! if! necessary,!
the!Advisory!Council!on!Historic!Preservation!in!accordance!
with! 36! CFR! 800.6(b).! Measures! identified! in! the! MOA! to!
minimize!or!mitigate!adverse!impacts!reduce!the!intensity!of!
impact!under!NEPA!from!major!to!moderate.!
Beneficial!impact!—!The! resource! would! be! rehabilitated! in!
accordance!with!the!Secretary!of!the!Interior’s!Standards!for!
the! Treatment! of! Historic! Properties.! The! determination! of!
effect!for!Section!106!would!be!no!adverse!effect.!
Major!—!!
Adverse!impact!—!Alternation!of!a!character"defining!feature(s)!
would! diminish! the! overall! integrity! of! the! resource.! ! The!
determination!of!effect!for!Section!106!would!be!adverse!effect.!
Measures! to! minimize! or! mitigate! adverse! impacts! cannot! be!
agreed!upon!and!the!National!Park!Service!and!applicable!state!
or! tribal! historic! preservation! officer! and/or! Advisory! Council!
are! unable! to! negotiate! and! execute! a! memorandum! of!
agreement!in!accordance!with!36!CFR!800.6(b).!!
Beneficial! impact! —! The! resource! would! be! restored! in!
accordance!with!the!Secretary!of!the!Interior’s!Standards!for!
the! Treatment! of! Historic! Properties.! ! The! determination! of!
effect!for!Section!106!would!be!no!adverse!effect.!!
Duration!–!Short"term!impacts!may!include!visual,!audio!or!
vibration! effects! related! to! construction! activities! and! occur!
only! for! the! duration! of! construction.! ! Because! historic!
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structures!are! non"renewable,! any! adverse! effects! would! be!
long"term.!
4.3.2.4

No Build Alternative

Analysis.! ! Six! historic! stone! structures! occur! in! the! project! area;! one! (culvert!
location!#77)! is!a! contributing!element! to! the! Rock! Creek! Park! Historic! District.!!
The!other!five!structures!are!most!likely!associated!with!the!original!construction!
of!Blagden!Avenue!in!1904"1906!and!would!be!considered!contributing!elements!
to!the!Rock!Creek!Park!Historic!District!as!examples!of!rustic!stone!architecture!
associated! with! early! park! development.! ! Portions! of! the! stone! structures! have!
collapsed! and! will! continue! to! degrade! over! time.! ! Vegetation! will! continue! to!
grow! between! the! cracks,! crevices! and! orifices! in! the! stone! structures! further!
destabilizing!the!structures.!!Continuation!of!the!existing!conditions!would!result!
in!minor,!long"term,!adverse!effects!to!the!Rock!Creek!Park!Historic!District.!!!
4.3.2.5

North of Blagden Avenue

Analysis.!!One!historic!structure,!a!dry!laid!stone!retaining!wall!around!a!large!
tree,!is!located!north!of!Blagden!Avenue!in!the!project!area.!!The!proposed!bike!
trail! is! located! 5! feet! north! of! the! tree! and! the! retaining! wall;! cut! and! fill!
construction!will!occur!at!this!location!with!cuts!to!depths!of!4"05!feet.!!If!surface!
bedrock! is! encountered! in! the! trail! footprint,! removal! may! involve! the! use! of!
jackhammers! or! heavy! equipment.! ! Construction! vibration! from! this! type! of!
equipment!may!disturb!the!stone!retaining!wall,!altering!this!character"defining!
feature! and! resulting! in! diminished! physical! integrity.! ! Implementation! of! the!
North!of!Blagden!Alternative!would!result!in!minor,!short"term,!adverse!effects!
to!the!Rock!Creek!Park!Historic!District.!
4.3.2.6

South of Blagden Avenue

Analysis.! ! Five! historic! structures! are! located! in! and! adjacent! to! the! drainage!
south! of! Blagden! Avenue;! however,! none! of! these! structures! occur! within! the!
limits!of!construction!for!the!bike!trail.!!Implementation!of!the!South!of!Blagden!
Alternative!would!result!in!negligible!impacts!to!historic!structures.!
Conclusion.! ! The! implementation! of! the! No! Build! Alternative! would! result! in!
minor,! long"term,! adverse! effects! to! the! Rock! Creek! Park! Historic! District.!!
Implementation! of! the! North! of! Blagden! Alternative! would! result! in! minor,!
short"term,! adverse! effects! to! the! Rock! Creek! Park! Historic! District.!!
Implementation! of! the! South! of! Blagden! Alternative! would! result! in! negligible!
impacts!to!historic!structures.!!The!determination!of!effect!for!Section!106!for!all!
three!alternatives!would!be!no!adverse!effect.!
4.3.3 Visitor Use and Experience
Methodology! and! Assumptions.! ! The! purpose! of! this! impact! analysis! is! to!
determine! if! the! construction! of! a! hiker/biker! trail! along! Blagden! Avenue! is!
compatible! or! in! conflict! with! the! purpose! of! the! Rock! Creek! Park,! its! visitor!
experience!goals,!and!the!direction!provided!by!the!NPS!Management!Policies.!!!
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The!determination!of!impacts!on!visitor!use!and!experience!considered!the!road!
as!a!means!to!access!other!park!resources!and!recreational!sites.!!Observation!of!
visitation! patterns! combined! with! assessment! of! available! visitor! opportunities!
were!used!to!estimate!the!impacts!of!each!alternative.!!The!impact!on!the!ability!
of! the! visitor! to! experience! a! full! range! of! park! resources! was! analyzed! by!
examining!resources!and!objectives!presented!in!the!park!significance!statement.!
Impact! Thresholds.! ! The! following! thresholds! were! used! to! determine! the!
magnitude!of!effects!on!visitor!use!and!experience:!
Negligible! –! Visitors! would! likely! be! unaware! of! any! effects!
associated!with!implementation!of!the!alternative.!!There!would!be!
no! noticeable! change! in! visitor! use! and! experience! or! in! any!
defined!indicators!of!visitor!satisfaction!or!behavior.!
Minor! –! Changes! in! visitor! use! and/or! experience! would! be! slight!
and!detectable,!but!would!not!appreciably!limit!or!enhance!critical!
characteristics!of!the!visitor!experience.!!Visitor!satisfaction!would!
remain!stable.!
Moderate! –! Few! critical! characteristics! of! the! desired! visitor!
experience!would!change.!!The!number!of!participants!engaging!in!
a! specified! activity! would! be! altered.! ! Some! visitors! who! desire!
their!continued!use!and!enjoyment!of!the!activity/visitor!experience!
might!be!required!to!pursue!their!choices!in!other!available!local!or!
regional!areas.!!Visitor!satisfaction!would!begin!to!either!decline!or!
increase.!
Major! –! Multiple! critical! characteristics! of! the! desired! visitor!
experience! would! change! and/or! the! number! of! participants!
engaging! in! an! activity! would! be! greatly! reduced! or! increased.!!
Visitors! who! desire! their! continued! use! and! enjoyment! of! the!
activity/visitor! experience! would! be! required! to! pursue! their!
choices! in! other! available! local! or! regional! areas.! ! Visitor!
satisfaction!would!markedly!decline!or!increase.!
Duration! –! Short"term! recreation! effects! are! immediate! and! could!
occur!during!alternative!implementation.!!Long"term!effects!would!
persist!beyond!implementation!of!the!alternative.!
4.3.3.1

No Build Alternative

Analysis.! ! Under! the! No! Build! Alternative! park! users! from! the! Crestwood!
community! would! continue! to! access! trails! and! recreational! facilities! using! an!
unsafe! route! along! Blagden! Avenue.! ! As! previously! discussed,! pedestrians!
currently!use!an!informal!packed"dirt!shoulder!south!of!Blagden!Avenue,!while!
cyclists! use! the! limited! and! unsafe! Blagden! Avenue.! ! The! selection! of! the! No!
Build! Alternative! would! continue! this! safety! concern! for! park! users! located!
within!the!study!area.!
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North of Blagden Avenue

Analysis.! ! Construction! of! a! trail! North! of! Blagden! Avenue! would! meet! the!
purpose! and! need! for! this! action! and! enhance! the! overall! user! experience! by!
providing! a! new! hiker/bicycle! trail! with! minimal! impacts! to! other! resources.!!
Overall,!it!would!be!an!enhancement!to!the!park!experience.!
4.3.3.3

South of Blagden Avenue

Analysis.! ! Construction! of! a! trail! North! of! Blagden! Avenue! would! meet! the!
purpose! and! need! for! this! action! and! enhance! the! overall! user! experience! by!
providing! a! new! hiker/bicycle! trail! with! minimal! impacts! to! other! resources.!!
Overall,!it!would!be!an!enhancement!to!the!park!experience.!
4.3.4 Transportation
Methodology!and!Assumptions.!!!
Impact! Thresholds.! ! The! following! thresholds! were! used! to! determine! the!
magnitude!of!effects!on!local!traffic!and!transportation!networks:!
Negligible! –! The! impact! would! be! a! change! that! would! not! be!
perceptible!or!would!be!barely!perceptible!by!most!motorists.!
Minor!–!The!impact!would!have!an!adverse!or!beneficial!change!to!
transportation! operations.! ! The! effect! would! be! noticeable,! but!
would!result!in!little!inconvenience!or!benefit!to!motorists.!
Moderate! –! The! impact! would! affect! the! travel! time! of! a! large!
number! of! motorists! and! would! result! in! a! noticeable! change! in!
travel!time,!convenience!or!benefit,!and!level!of!service.!
Major! –! The! impact! would! have! a! substantial! effect! on! the! travel!
time! of! a! large! number! of! motorists,! and! would! be! highly!
noticeable! and! have! a! considerable! effect! on! travel! times! to! the!
extent!that!the!use!of!park!roads!or!arterial!roadways!near!the!park!
would!be!undesirable!to!motorists.!
Duration! –! Short"term! impacts! would! occur! during! all! or! part! of!
alternative! implementation;! long"term! impacts! would! extend!
beyond!implementation!of!the!alternative.!
4.3.4.1

No Build Alternative

Analysis.! ! Under! the! No! Build! Alternative! there! would! be! no! change! in!
transportation!operations.!!There!would!be!no!short"term!or!long"term!change!in!
travel!patterns,!access,!or!transportation!operations! within!the! Park.!!Under!the!
No!Build!operation!the!conflict!between!automobile!users!and!hikers!and!cyclists!
along! Blagden! Avenue! would! continue,! which! is! considered! a! long"term!
moderate!impact,!particularly!for!the!non"motorized!mode!of!transportation.!
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North of Blagden Avenue

Analysis.! ! Construction! of! the! hiker"bicycle! trail! North! of! Blagden! Avenue!
would! have! negligible! long"term! effects! on! vehicular! traffic! within! the! Park.!!
There! would! be! no! effect! on! travel! times! or! overall! level"of"service! for! the!
motoring!public.!!However,!there!would!be!a!long"term!moderate!benefit!to!non"
motorized! users! that! would! have! a! separate,! safer! access! route! to! trails! and!
facilities!within!Rock!Creek.!
4.3.4.3

South of Blagden Avenue

Analysis.!!Construction!of!the!hiker"bicycle!trail!South!of!Blagden!Avenue!would!
have! negligible! long"term! effects! on! vehicular! traffic! within! the! Park.! ! There!
would! be! no! effect! on! travel! times! or! overall! level"of"service! for! the! motoring!
public.!!However,!there!would!be!a!long"term!moderate!benefit!to!non"motorized!
users!that!would!have!a!separate,!safer!access!route!to!trails!and!facilities!within!
Rock!Creek.!
4.3.5 Urban Quality
Methodology! and! Assumptions.! ! The! purpose! of! this! impact! analysis! is! to!
determine! if! the! construction! of! the! Blagden! Avenue! Hiker/Bicycle! Trail! is!
compatible! or! in! conflict! with! maintaining! the! urban! quality! in! the! areas! of! the!
city!surrounding!the!park.!
Study Area
Impact! Thresholds.! ! The! following! thresholds! were! used! to! determine! the!
magnitude!of!effects!on!quality!of!life!in!urban!areas:!
Negligible! –! The! impact! would! be! barely! detectable! and! would!
affect!few!residential!areas,!local!venues,!or!other!park!neighbors.!
Minor! –! The! impact! would! be! slight,! but! detectable,! and! would!
affect!less!than!25%!of!residential!areas,!local!venues,!or!other!park!
neighbors.!!!
Moderate!–!The!impact!would!be!readily!apparent!and!would!affect!
between! 26%! and! 50%! of! the! residential! areas,! local! venues,! or!
other!park!neighbors.!!!
Major!–!The!impact!would!be!severe!adverse!and!would!affect!over!
50%!of!residential!areas,!local!venues,!or!other!park!neighbors.!!!
Duration! –! Short"term! impacts! would! occur! during! all! or! part! of!
alternative! implementation;! long"term! impacts! would! extend!
beyond!implementation!of!the!alternative.!
4.3.5.1

No Build Alternative

Analysis.!!There!would!be!a!long"term!moderate!impact!to!urban!quality!for!the!
Crestwood! area! due! to! selection! of! the! No! Build! Alternative.! ! As! stated! in! the!
purpose! and! need! statement! for! this! project,! residents! along! Blagden! Avenue!
and!living!within!the!Crestwood!Community!in!particular,!and!other!residential!
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areas!that!could!also!use!Blagden!Avenue!as!an!entry!point!into!the!Park,!would!
continue!to!be!in!conflict!with!the!vehicular!traffic!on!Blagden!Avenue!and!have!
unsafe!access!to!the!Park.!
4.3.5.2

North of Blagden Avenue

Analysis.! ! There! would! be! a! long"term! moderate! benefit! to! the! residents! of!
Crestwood! and! other! park! visitors,! hiker,! cyclists! and! other! residents! of! the!
District!to!the!urban!quality!of!the!facility!if!a!hiker"bicycle!trail!was!constructed.!!
The!trail!would!result!in!better!access!and!connections!to!neighborhoods!adjacent!
to! the! Park! and! provide! additional,! safe! non"motorized! long"term! access! to! the!
Park.! Within! the! portion! of! the! proposed! facility! located! outside! of! the! Park!
boundaries,!a!more!urban!sidewalk!can!be!constructed!within!the!existing!Blagden!
Avenue! right"of"way! without! taking! any! private! property! or! resulting! in! any!
displacements,! impacts! to! community! facilities,! or! other! neighborhood! features.!!
In!addition,!the!construction!of!the!trail!would!provide!a!visual!connection!to!the!
neighborhood! and! encourage! slower"moving! vehicular! traffic! by! lessening! the!
overall! right"of"way! between! Matthewson! Drive! and! the! Park! boundaries.! ! The!
construction!of!the!trail!would!also!provide!an!enhanced!urban!quality!by!visually!
separating!vehicular!and!non"motorized!transportation!at!the!entrance!to!the!Park,!
creating!more!of!a!visual!entrance!to!the!Park!on!Blagden!Avenue.!!
4.3.5.3

South of Blagden Avenue

Analysis.! ! There! would! be! a! long"term! moderate! benefit! to! the! residents! of!
Crestwood! and! other! park! visitors,! hiker,! cyclists! and! other! residents! of! the!
District!to!the!urban!quality!of!the!facility!if!a!hiker"bicycle!trail!was!constructed.!!
The!trail!would!result!in!better!access!and!connections!to!neighborhoods!adjacent!
to! the! Park! and! provide! additional,! safe! non"motorized! long"term! access! to! the!
Park.! Within! the! portion! of! the! proposed! facility! located! outside! of! the! Park!
boundaries,!a!more!urban!sidewalk!can!be!constructed!within!the!existing!Blagden!
Avenue! right"of"way! without! taking! any! private! property! or! resulting! in! any!
displacements,! impacts! to! community! facilities,! or! other! neighborhood! features.!!
In!addition,!the!construction!of!the!trail!would!provide!a!visual!connection!to!the!
neighborhood! and! encourage! slower"moving! vehicular! traffic! by! lessening! the!
overall! right"of"way! between! Matthewson! Drive! and! the! Park! boundaries.! ! The!
construction!of!the!trail!would!also!provide!an!enhanced!urban!quality!by!visually!
separating!vehicular!and!non"motorized!transportation!at!the!entrance!to!the!Park,!
creating! more! of! a! visual! entrance! to! the! Park! on! Blagden! Avenue.
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5. Coordination and Consultation
Coordination! with! local! and! Federal! agencies! was! conducted! during! the! NEPA!
process! to! identify! issues! and/or! concerns! related! to! natural! and! cultural!
resources!within!Rock!Creek!Park!and!in!the!study!area.!!Coordination!with!the!
National! Park! Service! was! conducted! to! identify! all! potential! impacts! and! to!
gather!relevant!data.!
In!accordance!with!Section!106!of!the!National!Historic!Preservation!Act!of!1966,!
DDOT!sent!a!letter!to!the!State!Historic!Preservation!Officer!at!the!D.C.!Office!of!
Planning,! Historic! Preservation! Office! on! January! 23,! 2007.! ! The! letter! initiated!
the! consultation! process! and! briefly! explained! the! project.! ! In! addition,! DDOT!
has! conducted! a! site! visit! with! the! DC! SHPO! and! held! two! coordination!
meetings!for!this!project!as!part!of!the!coordination!efforts!to!date.!This!EA!will!
be!forwarded!to!the!State!Historic!Preservation!Officer!as!part!of!the!consultation!
process.!A!copy!of!all!coordination!letters!is!provided!in!Appendix!A.!
In! accordance! with! the! Shipstead"! Luce! Act! (PL! 71"231! and! PL! 76"248),! the!
Commission!of!Fine!Arts!(CFA)!and!subsequently,!the!National!Capital!Planning!
Commission! (NCPC)! have! the! authority! to! review! construction! projects! which!
fronts!or!abuts!Rock!Creek!Park!and!Rock!Creek!Parkway.!!
In! accordance! with! Section! 7! of! the! Endangered! Species! Action! of! 1973,! a! letter!
was! sent! to! solicit! comments! from! the! U.S.! Fish! and! Wildlife! Service! (USFWS)!
and! the! National! Park! Service,! Center! for! Urban! Ecology! regarding! known!
occurrences! of! rare,! threatened,! and! endangered! species! within! the! project! area!
that!could!be!adversely!impacted!by!the!proposed!alternatives.!!Comments!were!
received!from!the!DC!Department!of!the!Environment!and!two!citizens!as!part!of!
the!scoping!process!and!they!are!included!in!Appendix!B.!
This!EA!will!be!distributed!for!public!and!agency!review!with!a!comment!period!
of!at!least!30!days.!!DDOT!will!consider!the!comments!prior!to!drafting!the!final!
decision!document!that!will!be!sent!to!the!National!Capital!Regional!Director!of!
the!National!Park!Service!for!concurrence.!!
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8. Glossary of Terms and Acronyms
BMPs!

Best!Management!Practices!

CEQ!

Council!on!Environmental!Quality!

CFR!

Code!of!Federal!Regulations!

D.C.!

District!of!Columbia!

DDOT!

District!Department!of!Transportation!

DCPR!!

D.C.!Department!of!Parks!and!Recreation!!

DO"12!

National!Park!Service!Director’s!Order!#12!and!Handbook,!
Conservation!Planning,!Environmental!Impact!Analysis,!and!
Decision"making!

EA!

Environmental!Assessment!

EPA!
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Blagden Avenue
Hiker/Bicycle Trail

Section 8

Affected!Environment!—!The!existing!environment!to!be!affected!by!a!proposed!
action!and!alternatives.!
Best Management Practices (BMP) — Methods that have been determined to be the
most effective, practical means of preventing or reducing pollution or other adverse
environmental impacts.
Contributing Resource — A building, site, structure, or object that adds to the historic
significance of a property or district.
Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) — Established by Congress within the
Executive Office of the President with passage of the National Environmental Policy Act
of 1969. CEQ coordinates federal environmental efforts and works closely with agencies
and other White House offices in the development of environmental policies and
initiatives.
Cultural Resources — Prehistoric and historic districts, sites, buildings, objects, or any
other physical evidence of human activity considered important to a culture, subculture,
or community for scientific, traditional, religious, or any other reason.
Cumulative Impacts — Under NEPA regulations, the incremental environmental impact
or effect of an action together with the effects of past, present, and reasonably foreseeable
future actions, regardless of what agency or person undertakes such other actions (40
CFR 1508.7).
Endangered Species — “…any species (including subspecies or qualifying distinct
population segment) that is in danger of extinction throughout all or a significant portion
of its range (ESA Section 3(6)).” The lead federal agency, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, for the listing of a species as endangered is responsible for reviewing the status
of the species on a five-year basis.
Endangered Species Act (ESA) (16 USC 1531 et seq.) — An Act to provide a means
whereby the ecosystems upon which endangered species and threatened species depend
may be conserved and to provide a program for the conservation of such endangered
species and threatened species.
Environmental Assessment (EA) — An environmental analysis prepared pursuant to
the National Environmental Policy Act to determine whether a Federal action would
significantly affect the environment and thus require a more detailed environmental
impact statement (EIS).
Executive Order — Official proclamation issued by the President that may set forth
policy or direction or establish specific duties in connection with the execution of federal
laws and programs.
Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI) — A document prepared by a federal
agency showing why a proposed action would not have a significant impact on the
environment and thus would not require preparation of an Environmental Impact
Statement. A FONSI is based on the results of an Environmental Assessment.
Floodplain — The flat or nearly flat land along a river or stream or in a tidal area that is
covered by water during a flood.
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Environmental Assessment
and Assessment of Effect

Historic District — An area that generally includes within its boundaries a significant
concentration of properties linked by architectural style, historical development, or a past
event.
Invasive Species — Non-native species disrupting and replacing native species.
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) — The Act as amended articulates the
federal law that mandates protecting the quality of the human environment. It requires
federal agencies to systematically assess the environmental impacts of their proposed
activities, programs, and projects including the “no action” alternative of not pursuing the
proposed action. NEPA requires agencies to consider alternative ways of accomplishing
their missions in ways which are less damaging to the environment.
National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 (16 USC 470 et seq.) — An Act to
establish a program for the preservation of historic properties throughout the nation, and
for other purposes, approved October 15, 1966 [Public Law 89-665; 80 STAT.915; 16
USC 470 as amended by Public Law 91-243, Public Law 93-54, Public Law 94-422,
Public Law 94-458, Public Law 96-199, Public Law 96-244, Public Law 96-515, Public
Law 98-483, Public Law 99-514, Public Law 100-127, and Public Law 102-575].
National Register of Historic Places (National Register) — A register of districts,
sites, buildings, structures, and objects important in American history, architecture,
archeology, and culture, maintained by the Secretary of the Interior under authority of
Section 2(b) of the Historic Sites Act of 1935 and Section 101(a)(1) of the National
Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as amended.
Non-Contributing Resource — A building, site, structure, or object that does not add to
the historic significance of a property or district.
Organic Act — Enacted in 1916, this Act commits the National Park Service to making
informed decisions that perpetuate the conservation and protection of park resources
unimpaired for the benefit and enjoyment of future generations.
Scoping — Scoping, as part of NEPA, requires examining a proposed action and its
possible effects; establishing the depth of environmental analysis needed; determining
analysis procedures, data needed, and task assignments. The public is encouraged to
participate and submit comments on proposed projects during the scoping period.
Wetlands — The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Federal Register, 1982) and the
Environmental Protection Agency (Federal Register, 1980) jointly define wetlands as:
Those areas that are inundated or saturated by surface or ground water at a frequency and
duration sufficient to support, and that under normal circumstances do support, a
prevalence of vegetation typically adapted for life in saturated soil conditions. Wetlands
generally include swamps, marshes, bogs, and similar areas.
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From: gbblack [gbblack@starpower.net]
Sent: Wednesday, February 14, 2007 8:16 AM
To: Mobley, Kenneth
Cc: Gale Black; gbblack@rcn.com; Doug Barker
Subject: Pedestrian Path by Blagden Avenue

Comments in lieu of mailing:
Ken Mobley
Project Manager
c/o Parsons
1133 15th Street, NW
Washington, DC 20005
Dear Mr. Mobley:

This is in response to a letter addressed to me, as President of the Crestwood
Citizens Association, regarding the early stage assessment of a "proposed
hiker/biker trail along Blagden Avenue between Mathewson Drive and Beach Drive,
in Northwest Washington, D.C." Please accept these comments from me as an
individual stakeholder because the Association did not receive your request in time
to present this at our January meeting.
As I understand the need for this, the project is intended to allow residents of
northwest DC (particularly Crestwood, Crestwood North, Carter Barron East and
16th Streets Heights) to safely and conveniently walk or bike with children to Rock
Creek Park. You have asked for our assistance in identifying concerns. My main
concern is that we meet an identified need in a cost efficient manner and not lose
what we already have.
Unfortunately, since your January 23 letter arrived after the Crestwood Citizens
Association January 16th meeting, we are not able to respond officially any
sooner. We will next meet in March (as we meet bi-monthly) and could schedule a
vote in May. We would like more information, however, so that we could provide an
informed decision. In addition, I was unable to raise this matter officially with our
Advisory Neighborhood Commissioner for single member district 4A08 (James
Jones) at the February 6 ANC meeting.
Consequently, these are my individual comments and are not the result of any
formal vote by the full membership of the Crestwood Citizens Association. I can say
in talking with members of the Association, including its Board members, that the
Association is interested in a cost efficient, safe pedestrian path near Blagden
Avenue. It is my sense that the community would support a path that could be used
by families with children. We have families with strollers who are now forced to
walk in the street to get to Rock Creek Park.
Here are a few things that you may wish to consider:
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Blagden Avenue is suffering from erosion. There need to be repairs to the south
section of the road; and the banks of the creek need to be shored up as soon as
possible. This pedestrian project could be a part of the restoration effort.
If the road restoration effort does not begin soon, it is likely to be more damage to
the road and more expensive in the long run.
Right now, Blagden Avenue carries thousands of DC residents (motorists) each
day. It has two lanes (one in each direction). The city needs to ensure that the
public vehicular access continues.
Preserving the roads is important because under Federal law, the city is supposed
to maintain its roads and keep them available for their dedicated public purpose. I
am assuming for purposes of this response that the city is aware of these
obligations. We would not want the city to see support for a sidewalk to mean
anything more than an off-road path.
Crestwood is the neighborhood west of 16th Street, NW that is bordered on three
sides by Rock Creek Park. The area falls within the boundaries of the Crestwood
Citizens Association. We are neighbors to Rock Creek Park. Blagden Avenue
connects the Park and 16th Street, which is also historic. Having this pathway
could serve to link these historic resources.
Also, Crestwood residents need a safe way to walk to the park. Right now to reach
Beach Drive, we walk along a rocky, eroding side ledge or walk in the street. It is
dangerous. There are pedestrian paths along the Piney Branch Parkway and one
would be useful, if feasible, from Mathewson to Beach Drive.
In addition to serving the residents of Crestwood and adjacent neighborhoods, this
might be done in conjunction with the city's and Federal efforts to address the
pollution and storm sewer runoff in the Park. I understand that there is a long term
plan to control the run-off. Perhaps, this project could be a part of those efforts, as
well as the general restoration of Blagden Avenue. Combining the projects could
save time and money.
In addition, the city should consider that there are two homes along the proposed
path. I do not know whether these homeowners were consulted, Those
homeowners (Johnson family at 4201 Blagden Avenue, NW and the Banks family at
4207 Blagden Avenue, NW) should be included as interested stakeholders, as well
as the ANC 4A08 and 4C03. I recognize that the city owns the sidewalk
easements, but the views of the neighbors should be included. There are some in
the community who believe that the next block between Mathewson and Allison on
the south side should be included as well. Larry Martin, a neighbor in the 4800
block of Blagden Avenue, is one such strong advocate. The discussions that the
community has had so far have not included anything more than an off-road
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pedestrian path along the road from Mathewson to Beach Drive.
Another incentive to possibly adding a pedestrian path is that it could be used to
walk to the Red Line Metro at Van Ness. This may be more useful if there was a
foot bridge that crossed over Rock Creek at Beach Drive.
In order to build any path, it is likely that the area would have to be built up because
at several locations, the existing path is not wide enough. The city and the National
Park Service may want to consider another wooden or porous, off-road trail. To the
extent feasible, we would want to spare any mature trees by circumvented the
existing trees.
We, in Crestwood are fairly land-locked. Rock Creek Park is a natural barrier. This
path could help to bridge the communities on both sides of the Park. We also
understand that Rock Creek Park is considering having a circulator van that would
go from the Kennedy Center up to various points along Rock Creek Park. This path
could lead to one of the pick-up points for that circulator route. We are seeking a
pedestrian path that could be used by families.
Crestwood is a neighborhood that in Census Tract 26. Our demographics show a
diverse community with many age groups and many older residents. Ideally, the
path should be one that individuals in wheelchairs could used as well as those with
strollers.
The Crestwood Citizens Association covers a geographic area of 328 homes
and the neighborhood of Crestwood. You may want to contact Louis Wassel for
16th Street Heights, Ron Bland for ANC 4C03 (Crestwood North and Petworth) and
James Jones, 4A08 (Crestwood) or Stephen Whatley, the head of ANC 4A and
Tom Dawson for the Neighborhood League (on Colorado Avenue).
Finally, I suspect that this project would fit many of the plans proposed under the
new Comprehensive Plan for the city. I hope that the National Park Service, the
Federal Highway Administration would be included in these early stages. In
addition, it would be helpful to involve the new Ward 4 representative, once elected,
and the at large members of the Council.
For now, please consider these to be my comments as an individual stakeholder,
for the reasons that I noted above. I thank you for the opportunity to submit the
comments.
Sincerely,
Gale Barron Black
President
Crestwood Citizens Association
c/o 1761 Crestwood Drive, NW
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From: Johnson, Geoffrey [gjohnson@peacecorps.gov]
Sent: Monday, February 26, 2007 9:52 AM
To: Mobley, Kenneth
Subject: Blagden Avenue hiker/biker Trail Proposal
Greetings,

I apologize for not responding by February 13, 2007. I was out of the country earlier this month. I am a resident
in the area of the proposed bike/hike trail initiative. The speed of cars coming from and entering the park is
always troublesome. In a nut shell, many drivers exceed posted speed limits and it is often a challenge just
exiting my driveway. Drivers constantly ignore the stop sign at Mathewson or are driving so fast they can’t come
to a complete stop. This problem is further complicated by the deer population, which constantly cross over
Blagden Avenue.

Geoffrey A. Johnson
Assistant Inspector General for Investigations
Peace Corps Office of Inspector General
1111 20th Street N.W. (L-550)
Washington D.C. 20526

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail and its attachments may contain PRIVILEGED and
CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION and/or PROTECTED INFORMATION intended solely for the use
of The United States Peace Corps Office of Inspector General and the recipient(s)
named above. If you are not the intended recipient, or the employee or agent
responsible for delivering this message to the intended recipient, you are hereby
notified that any review, dissemination, distribution, printing, or copying of this
e-mail message and/or any attachments is strictly prohibited. If you have received
this transmission in error, please notify the sender immediately and permanently
delete this e-mail [shred the document] and any attachments.
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From:

Dinne, John J NAB02 [JOHN.J.DINNE@nab02.usace.army.mil]

Sent:

Tuesday, March 13, 2007 4:43 PM

To:

Mobley, Kenneth

Subject: Proposed Hiker/Biker

Mr. Faisel Hameed
District of Columbia Department of Transportation
2000 14th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20009
Dear Mr. Hameed:
This is in reference to your letter dated January 23, 2007 soliciting comments on the proposed
hiker/biker trail along Blagden Avenue between Mathewson Drive and Beach Drive, in northwest
Washington, D.C. Any project that proposes to grade or fill Waters of the United States, including
jurisdictional wetlands, is subject to Department of the Army authorization. State and local
authorizations may also be required to conduct activities in jurisdictional areas. The U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers should confirm the presence and extent of jurisdictional Waters of the United States,
including jurisdictional wetlands. If a proposed activity would impact jurisdictional Waters of the
United States, the project proponent will need to fully document the purpose and need for the proposed
project. In addition, the project proponent will need to demonstrate avoidance and minimization of
impacts to jurisdictional areas to the maximum extent practicable. In the specific case of a hiker/biker
trail, the Corps will require spanning of jurisdictional areas with boardwalks and (prefab) bridges to
avoid wetland and stream impacts, respectively. This approach should eliminate the need for a Corps
authorization.
If you have any questions concerning this matter, please call Mr. Jack Dinne, at (410) 962-6005.

As!the!nation’s!principal!conservation!agency,!the!Department!of!the!Interior!has!
responsibility! for! most! of! our! nationally! owned! public! lands! and! natural!
resources.! ! This! includes! fostering! wise! use! of! our! land! and! water! resources,!
protecting! our! fish! and! wildlife,! preserving! the! environmental! and! cultural!
values!of!our!national!parks!and!historic!places,!and!providing!for!the!enjoyment!
of! life! through! outdoor! recreation.! ! The! department! assesses! our! energy! and!
mineral! resources! and! works! to! ensure! that! their! development! is! in! the! best!
interests!of!all!our!people.!!The!department!also!promotes!the!goals!of!the!Take!
Pride! in! America! campaign! by! encouraging! stewardship! and! citizen!
responsibility! for! the! public! lands! and! promoting! citizen! participation! in! their!
care.! ! The! department! also! has! major! responsibility! for! American! Indian!
reservation!communities!and!for!people!who!live!in!island!territories!under!U.S.!
administration.!
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